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ABSTRACT

This qualitative study sought to describe contemporary views of ten selected flower
specimens regarding the feelings they evoke in thirty participants divided evenly across
three generations: Baby Boomers, Generation X, and Millennial. Little research exists in
the scholarly body of knowledge regarding definitions of flowers; however, industry
publications have captured some traditionally held definitions of some flowers. This
phenomenological study utilized participants in the three generations of interest by
showing each participant photos of ten selected cut flower specimens and asking them
five questions about the emotions evoked by each flower, how they would feel if they
received each flower, perceived symbolism and representation of each flower, and their
own assigned meaning for each flower. After reduction and structural syntheses were
conducted, definitions for nine flowers were derived. One flower had inconsistent
definitions; however, literature shows some inconsistency throughout history as well.
Recommendations for future studies include larger sample sizes to better understand the
generations, larger areas or locations of sampling to show a wider sample, and a
compatible questionnaire to determine usage of flower meanings when purchasing and
gifting flowers. There is also a need for more related research regarding flower meanings,
the purchasing tendencies of generations, reasons for purchasing specific flowers, and
money spent on specific flowers.
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CHAPTER I
Introduction
Flowers have been widely utilized throughout time in landscapes, homes, and

arrangements. For centuries, people have assigned meanings and symbolism to flowers
(Greenaway, 1978). These meanings and symbolism have been used as a form of
communication through flowers in bouquets, planters, and paintings (1978). This practice
of communicating through flowers is not specific to any country or time period and is
diverse across borders and time.
For instance, consider the iris, which, to the ancient Japanese, symbolized bravery
(Kandeler & Ullrich, 2009a). To the ancient Egyptians, the iris was symbolic of “victory,
rule, and power” (2009a, p. 1067). To the ancient Greeks, the iris meant “rainbow”
(2009a, p. 1067) and gave its name to the messenger goddess Iris. To many ancient
civilizations, irises were the favored flower for graves. However, to the French, it
represented faith, hope, wisdom, and heroism, and was an inspiration for the fleur-de-lis,
a royal symbol (Kandeler & Ullrich, 2009a). This variance between cultures is similar for
most other flowers. In some cultures, flowers held religious meanings. Columbine, for
example, resembles the wings of doves and represents the Holy Spirit to Christians
(Greenaway, 1978). Other flowers represented virtues and characteristics based on the
beauty and rarity of the flowers themselves. The rose is an example of this. In many
cultures, the rose represents love, beauty, and nobility because of its superiority over
other flowers (Kandeler & Ullrich, 2009b). In Europe in the 1800s, it became popular to
express thoughts and feelings through intricate bouquets (Greenaway, 1978).
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In a time when respectable individuals were taught to not act on passions and

remain reserved, people began to express their desires and true feelings through flowers
(Greenaway, 1978). However, with all of these various meanings and symbolism from
different cultures and times, many people had trouble deciphering the meanings of the
flowers in their bouquets. In the nineteenth century, several flower language dictionaries
became popular tools in bringing a new language to the lives of the general public
(Greenaway, 1978).
In Europe in the early 1800s, several companies published flower language
dictionaries that allowed more people to understand the meanings of flowers and
bouquets (Greenaway, 1978). This trend spread to the Americas and became very
popular. This boost in popularity of the use of flowers as a form of communication and
the increased publication of flower dictionaries began to cause problems. With more than
150 different dictionaries on the market, and each trying to appeal more to the public than
the others, consistency became an issue. Each dictionary had different meanings for the
same flowers and no dictionary gave any justification or reason for the meanings, and
only symbolic meanings remained consistent. Many books offered several meanings for
the same flower, and some meanings contradicted others in the same book (Greenaway,
1978). However, some flowers, like those discussed and used in this study, have common
and widely agreed upon meanings.
There is also evidence to support that flower meanings have changed over time.
Traditionally, yellow roses were signs of a “decrease of love” (Greenaway, 1978, p. 50)
or “jealousy” (Iowa State University, 2005, p. 1). Popular culture would seem to suggest
that yellow roses have a different meaning. In the second episode of the first season of
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Riverdale, a popular American teen television drama, Veronica sends Betty a bouquet of
yellow roses to apologize and restart their new friendship by stating “The yellow’s for
friendship” (Aguirre-Sacasa & Krieger, 2017). The potential for change in meaning over
time shows more confusion in meanings.
Statement of the Problem
Therefore, with such variance in definitions and potential misinterpretation, along
with changing generational experience, the problem remains: are flower meanings
interpreted in a consistent manner today, and are those interpretations the same across the
three predominant generations alive today?
Purpose of the Study
This study is a continuation of a previous study by the researcher (Moore, 2016).
This study sought to determine if contemporary flower definitions are similar to flower
definitions at the height of popularity of flower dictionaries. This study also strives to
elicit new definitions of ten flowers from three generations of study. The study was
designed to determine whether or not the three generations of study place different or
similar meanings on the ten flowers.
Research Question
To address the purpose of this study, and to describe the phenomenon of interest,
the researcher raised the following question:
1. What are contemporary definitions of the ten flowers used in this study across
the three generations of study?
2. Do the definitions the three generations of study assign to these ten flowers
match the traditional definitions in flower dictionaries?
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Definitions of Terms

For the purpose of this study, the following terms and definitions were used.
Phenomenology –the study of lived experiences and the ways we understand to those
experiences to develop a worldview (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 104).
Qualitative Coding – segregating data into like categories to discern themes, patterns, and
processes and to make comparisons and build theoretical explanations (Glesne,
2011, p. 283).
Structural Synthesis – involves the imaginative exploration of all possible meanings and
divergent perspectives and culminates in a description of the essence of the
phenomenon and its deep structure (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 105).
Limitations of the Study
The limitations of the study include the lack of generalizability of qualitative
research (Marshall & Rossman, 2006). Since qualitative research can only account for the
meanings and definitions of the participants of the study, a larger number of participants
would be needed to get a clearer picture of the actual definitions and meanings (Marshall
& Rossman, 2006). The shorter answers of the participants and any confusion with the
flowers may also limit the accuracy of the interpretation of the participant’s perceived
meaning and definition (Marshall & Rossman, 2006).
Basic Assumptions of the Study
It is assumed that the participants answered honestly during the interviews and
had no reason to answer untruthfully. It is also assumed that the participants are familiar
with flowers and flower arrangements.
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Significance of the Study
This study has the potential to provide insight into the purchasing reasons and

habits of people who purchase flower arrangements. The definitions and meanings people
associate with these flowers could be utilized in the marketing of flowers and flower
arrangements including but not limited to specialized message arrangements and special
occasion arrangements.
Chapter Summary
Chapter I introduced flowers and their use in arrangements as a form of
communication. Flower dictionaries and their shortcomings were also discussed. The
purpose of the study and objectives of the study were presented as well.
In Chapter II, relevant literature regarding flower dictionaries, the ten flowers used in this
study, and characteristics of the three generations of study will be reviewed. Chapter III
will establish the methodology used in this study. The qualitative methods to define
contemporary flower meanings and the data analysis process will be discussed. In
Chapter IV, the data collected from interviews with members of the three generations of
study will be presented.
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CHAPTER II
Review of Relevant Literature
Chapter I sought to introduce flower meanings as the topic of study and explored

the issues regarding the lack of universally agreed upon flower meaning definitions. The
purpose and objectives were also discussed.
In Chapter II, a review of the literature will be provided regarding flower
dictionaries, the ten flowers that will be used in this study, and the characteristics of the
three generations of study.
Modern Flower Dictionaries and Reasons for Purchasing
Flower dictionaries were once useful in deciphering the meanings behind flower
arrangements (Greenaway, 1978). These dictionaries described hundreds of flowers
through meanings, symbolization, and representation. Hundreds of flower meanings were
impossible to remember, and each dictionary often listed different and opposing
meanings for most flowers (Greenaway, 1978). However, the ten flowers used in this
study have similar meanings. This study focused on the ten following flowers: solid
carnation, striped carnation, red rose, yellow rose, white chrysanthemum, calla lily, daisy,
iris, daffodil, and red tulip. Each of these flowers has been given several meanings
throughout time and various cultures, but the following meanings are from recent
publications and studies.
Carnations
Carnations, solid colored or striped, are traditional cut flowers and are popularly
purchased today to express thanks, convey best wishes during an illness, congratulate
someone on an achievement, and decorate the graves of loved ones (Chengyan & Hall,
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2010). Solid carnations have typically been used to mean “yes” (Iowa State University,
2005, p. 2) or to express acceptance of an offer or proposal. Striped carnations are used to
express the opposite. Striped carnations mean “no” (Greenaway, 1978, p. 24) or the
refusal of a proposition.
In the previous study by the researcher on flower meanings of which this study is
a continuation, it was determined that the definition of solid carnations for the
participants in the study was happiness and friendship (Moore, 2016). The participants
associated happiness and friendship with striped carnations as well (Moore, 2016).
Roses
Roses are another traditional cut flower (Chengyan & Hall, 2010). Today, people
purchase and give red roses for anniversaries, birthdays, weddings, and new births;
people often express their romantic love through red roses as well (Chengyan & Hall,
2010). Across multiple eras and cultures, red roses represent love (Greenaway, 1978).
Yellow roses are used on similar occasions and to express similar feelings as red roses
including birthdays (Chengyan & Hall, 2010). Yellow roses are also popular as signs of
friendship (Aguirre-Sacasa & Krieger, 2017). However, many sources agree that
traditionally yellow roses communicate a “decrease of love” (Greenaway, 1978, p. 50)
and “jealousy” (Iowa State University, 2005, p. 1).
In the previous study on flower meanings by the researcher, the red roses
represented love and memories while yellow roses represented friendship and love
(Moore, 2016).
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Chrysanthemums, Calla Lilies, and Daisies
Chrysanthemums are the last of the traditional cut flowers used in this study
(Chengyan & Hall, 2010). Many sources agree that white chrysanthemums are symbolic
of truth (Greenaway, 1978; Iowa State University, 2005). Like white chrysanthemums,
calla lilies and daisies appear to have universal meanings. Calla lilies represent beauty,
and daisies represent innocence and purity (Iowa State University, 2005).
To the participants in the previous study by the researcher, white chrysanthemums
represented funerals, sadness, and condolences, but also homecoming and celebration
(Moore, 2016). Daisies were found to evoke feelings of happiness, cheer, and memories
of childhood (Moore, 2016). Calla lilies represented weddings, love, prettiness, and
beauty to the participants (Moore, 2016).
Irises, Daffodils, and Tulips
Irises mean hope and faith (Iowa State University, 2005). France formerly used
the iris as one of its royal symbols because it stood for faith, hope, wisdom, and heroism
(Kandeler & Ullrich, 2009a). Daffodils represent regard, meaning they are sent to let
someone know that the sender is thinking of them (Greenaway, 1978). Finally, red tulips
are meant to be a “declaration of love” (Greenaway, 1978, p. 54) when given as a gift.
When some of these popular uses of flowers are compared to traditional meanings, the
results seem to suggest that meanings are either unknown or not important to purchasers.
In the previous study by the researcher, there were several inconsistencies among
the definitions given by the participants for irises (Moore, 2016). The participants listed
happiness, short-lived, spring, prettiness, friendship, mothers, and maternal as some of
the meanings of irises. Red tulips and daffodils both represented spring, happiness, and
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Easter to the participants. The participants also included beauty, celebration, and new
beginnings to represent red tulips. Daffodils also evoked feelings of childhood, renewal,
and new starts in the participants (Moore, 2016).
Reasons for Purchasing Across Generations
A study by Chengyan and Hall (2010) examined consumer purchasing
preferences and found that many people purchase particular flowers as gifts for similar
occasions and to convey similar messages. They found that roses were the first choice for
anniversaries, birthdays, and weddings. Consumers used roses to congratulate, express
apology, and show friendship. Daffodils, tulips, and irises were used most often for
birthdays, second to roses. For housewarming gifts, lilies, including Calla lilies, were the
number one choice. For funerals and to express gratitude, customers preferred to give
carnations. The study also found that people tend to buy irises for birthdays. The study
also found that age was another contributing factor in the purchasing tendencies of cut
flowers (2010).
Baby Boomer Generation
The Baby Boomer generation consists of people born between 1946 and 1964,
and members of the generation are typically competitive, driven, and desire face-to-face
communication (Top 10, 2012). Boomers, a shortened name for Baby Boomers, are hard
workers and are sometimes likely to work overtime or put work before family (Wiedmer,
2015). Members of the Baby Boomer generation are often motivated by “money, power,
and recognition” (Wiedmer, 2015, p. 53). A study on the cut flower purchasing
tendencies of people in the United States found that Baby Boomers are more likely to
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purchase carnations, chrysanthemums, and daisies than other generations (Chengyan &
Hall, 2010).
Generation X
Members of Generation X, or Gen X, were born between 1965 and 1984 (Top 10,
2012). Gen X-ers characteristically strive to maintain a healthy balance between family
and work, and they take more caution when starting a family (Wiedmer, 2015). They are
self-reliant, independent, and prefer to communicate through email (Top 10, 2012). The
same study found that people in Generation X were likely to purchase tulips, daffodils,
irises, and roses (Chengyan & Hall, 2010).
Millennial Generation
The generation born to and raised by people in Gen X is in the millennial
generation. The Millennial generation includes people born between 1985 and 2005 (Top
10, 2012). Millennials are practical, “optimistic about the future” (Top 10, 2012, p. 143),
and expect feedback from management. They favor instant messaging and text messaging
as forms of communication and multitask with the help of technology (Top 10, 2012).
Millennials are more community oriented and socially connected, but less independent
than the other generations (Wiedmer, 2015). Millennials were found to have the same
purchasing tendencies as Gen X and purchase tulips, daffodils, irises, and roses
(Chengyan & Hall, 2010).
Generational Differences
In the previous study by the researcher on flower meanings of which this study is
a continuation, the three generations of study agreed on definitions for most of the
flowers (Moore, 2016). For a few flowers, one or two generations included an extra
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meaning. For example, all three generations associated friendship with the yellow rose,
but the participants in the Baby Boomer generation and Generation X associated love
with the yellow rose as well. Rarely did the generations provide contradictory definitions.
The biggest example for the difference between the generations found in the previous
study is the white chrysanthemum. The white chrysanthemum represented Homecoming
and celebration to participants in the millennial generation, Homecoming and
condolences to participants in Generation X, and funerals and sadness to participants in
the Baby Boomer generation. With interpretation, this could be explained by the fact that
Millennials are younger and have most recently left high school and Homecoming and
Baby Boomers are older and likely attend many more funerals. Gen X-ers are in the
intermediate and would identify with the experiences of the other generations (Moore,
2016).
Chapter Summary
Chapter II reviewed relevant literature on meanings the meanings and symbolism
of the ten flowers used in this study and characteristics of the three generations of study.
The available literature revealed the confusing nature of flower meanings and that
meanings have changed over time. As a result of this incongruence, there is a need to
establish new, contemporary definitions. The lack of modern studies on flower meanings
creates a need for more research on the topic. The three generations of study are the
generations who are buying flowers in the market today and, therefore, have the greatest
potential to use flower meanings in their day-to-day lives. Since older generations may
have some knowledge of flower meanings, it is important to determine if the meanings
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are passed down through generations or if generations assimilate their own meanings and
symbolism for flowers.
Chapter III establishes the methodology used in this study. The qualitative
methods to define contemporary flower meanings are also discussed. The data analysis
process will also be defined.
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CHAPTER III
Methodology
Chapter I introduced flowers and their use in arrangements as a form of

communication. Flower dictionaries and their shortcomings were also discussed. The
purpose of the study and objectives of the study were presented as well.
Chapter II reviewed relevant literature on the meanings and symbolism of the ten
flowers used in this study and characteristics of the three generations of study. The lack
of research on flower meanings was also noted.
In Chapter III, the methodology that was used in the study will be established.
The interview process that was decided upon in order to define contemporary flower
meanings will be discussed. The data analysis process will also be defined.
Rationale and Research Questions
The data collection for this study utilizes the same data collection methods used in
a previous study by the researcher (Moore, 2016). Some of the interview questions were
changed, and new participants were recruited (Moore, 2016).
This study utilized phenomenological interviewing in order to identify shared
concepts and experiences in regard to flower meanings (Marshall & Rossman, 2006).
Phenomenology, the “study of lived experiences and the ways we understand to those
experiences to develop a worldview” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 104), is key in
determining what emotions and definitions are evoked by cut flowers. To get to the
phenomenon of interest, assigning common meanings to flowers across multiple
generations, a semi-structured interview process was utilized. The interview process was
chosen to allow more open-ended and descriptive responses. Ten flowers commonly sold
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in florists were selected and color photographs were printed (Appendix A-J). Five
questions were developed so participants could convey any emotions, symbols, or
meanings associated with the flowers. The five questions asked of participants included:
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.
2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.
3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?
4. What does the flower represent to you?
5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
Data Source
This study utilized three generations as the population of interest for a comparison
of the importance and knowledge of flower meanings. The three most populous
generations at the time of this study were the Baby Boomer generation, people born
between 1946 and 1964; Generation X, born between 1965 and 1984; and the Millennial
generation, people born between 1985 and 2005 (Top 10, 2012). The researcher
approached and asked potential participants about engaging in an interview for this study.
If they agreed, the researcher asked their age for placement in the correct generation, and
then the interview process began and lasted approximately ten to fifteen minutes.
Context of Study
For all generations of study, recruitment and interviews were performed in
Murray, Kentucky. The researcher asked the ages of the participants. If they were
between the ages of 54 and 72, they were placed in the Baby Boomer generation. If they
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were between the ages of 34 and 53, they were placed in the Gen X grouping. If they
were between the ages of 18 and 33, they were placed in the Millennial generation.
Data Collection Methods
Before the interviews could begin, approval from the Murray State University
Institutional Review Board, was obtained. With the Institutional Review Board
Application, a copy of interview question sheet, informed consent documents, and
recruitment materials were sent to the Murray State University IRB for approval. Once
approval was given, the interview process began.
Pictures of ten flowers with generally agreed upon meanings were shown to the
participants as they were asked the five questions for each flower. The ten flower types
used were solid carnation, striped carnation, yellow rose, red rose, white chrysanthemum,
daisy, iris, calla lily, red tulip, and daffodil. The participants’ responses to each question
for each flower were recorded for later analyses.
Data Analysis
Initial analysis utilized a phenomenological approach to reveal repeating themes
within and across generations regarding contemporary definitions of the ten selected
flowers. After the participants’ responses were entered into a Word document, first-level
coding by the researcher was conducted to seek key words and phrases across each
flower as a means of a phenomenological reduction of repeating themes (Marshall &
Rossman, 2006). In order to limit bias and ensure the confirmability and trustworthiness
of the results, a “cross-checking” (2006, p. 203) process involving a research advisor was
used. The advisor conducted first-level coding separate from the researcher, and their
first-level coding was compared to ensure the correct key words and phrases were found.
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The final level of analyses regarding the flower specimens was the structural synthesis
across the generations to seek contemporary definitions for each flower (2006). This
synthesis culminated “in a description of the essence of the phenomenon and its deep
structure” (Marshall & Rossman, 2006, p. 105).
Researcher Subjectivity
Growing up with parents that spent the majority of their weekends outside taking
care of our landscaping and gardening and spending my childhood summers at my
grandparents’ homes helping in their gardens, I have long had a love for the plants.
However, not until my senior year in high school, did I begin to consider horticulture as
more than a hobby. I learned I could turn my passion into a career. In December 2016, I
received my Bachelors of Science degree in Agricultural Science with an emphasis in
horticulture. While my main study and work involves greenhouse production, I have
developed an interest in the cut flower industry and floral design. Little is taught about
the floral industry other than the design process, and this does not even include learning
about what the flowers mean and why they are used in designs. Since little research is
available regarding flower meanings, reasons for purchasing, and flower preferences, I
believe there is a need for more research into the floral industry within the United States.
It is important to understand more facets of this industry other than the design process.
Chapter Summary
Chapter III established the methodology that was used in the study. The interview
process that was used in order to define contemporary flower meanings across
generations was discussed. The phenomenological reduction process for data analysis
was also defined.
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CHAPTER IV
Findings
Chapter I introduced flowers and their use in arrangements as a form of

communication. Flower dictionaries and their shortcomings were also discussed. The
purpose of the study and objectives of the study were presented as well.
Chapter II reviewed relevant literature regarding the meanings and symbolism of
the ten flowers used in this study and characteristics of the three generations of study.
The lack of research on flower meanings was also noted.
In Chapter III the methodology used in the study was established. Chapter III also
discussed the interview process used in order to define contemporary flower meanings
across generations. The phenomenological reduction process for data analysis was also
defined.
In Chapter IV, the data collected from interviews with ten members of the three
generations of study will be presented. The interview transcripts and first-level coding
will be examined. The results of the final step in the process, the structural synthesis, are
presented.
Interview Transcripts and First-level Coding
After the researcher conducted interviews with ten members in each of the three
generations of study (N=30), the interview transcripts were entered into a Word
document. The researcher then used these transcripts for the first-level coding process.
Both the interview transcripts and first-level coding were combined into Tables (see
Table 4.1, 4.2, & 4.3 & Appendix O-RR). Below is an example of each generation’s
transcripts and first level coding for Flower 3, the yellow rose (Table 4.1, 4.2, & 4.3).
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The full listings of the transcripts and first-level coding of all flowers across all
generations are available (Appendix O-RR).
For the yellow rose, members of the Baby Boomer Generation said the flower
made them feel happy, would cheer a friend up, and show sympathy (Table 4.1).
Table 4.1 - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. A little sad
2. Sympathy
3. Family or friend
4. Sadness
5. Show of sympathy
1. Different
2. Happy
3. Not a loved one so a friend
4. Friend
5. Friend
1. Happy, loved, special
2. You truly care about this person
3. Strong friendship
4. Happy birthday, anniversary, special
occasion for a great friend or family member
5. Love, but not girl or boyfriend or spouse,
love to a friend
1. Funeral
2. Sorry empathy
3. Remembrance
4. Condolences to a friend
5. Friend
1. This one is another one for friends
2. Happy and bright to cheer a friend up
3. To honor our friendship
4. Spring
5. Old friends
1. Feeling beautiful and cherished.
2. That I adore the person, and deeply treasure
the relationship.
3. This is someone that I have developed a more
spiritual, deeply cherished relationship with.
There is a richness of sacred love and gratitude
towards the person.
4. Sacred love, royal character.

Sadness
Sympathy
Family, friendship
Sadness
Sympathy
Difference
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Happiness, love
Caring
Friendship
Friendship, family
Love, friendship
Condolences
Sympathy
Remembrance
Condolences, friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, happiness,
cheer, bright
Friendship, honor
Spring
Friendship
Beauty, cherish
Friendship
Love, gratitude, love

Love, royalty
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

5. Heavenly beauty and connection.
1. Love but also bright
2. Expensive so giving roses usually carries
significance
3. I would give these flowers to someone I care
for
4. Love
5. Significant love
1. I am a native Texan. I cannot look a Yellow
Rose without thinking of Texas
2. Roses mean love but a yellow rose can be
love for friends and family without a romantic
connotation
3. Love and concern but not necessarily
romantic love so friendly love
4. Friends
5. Friendly love
1. Love. This was my mother-in-law’s favorite
flower
2. In memory of my Mother-in-law
3. Love
4. Honor in memory
5. Honor in memory
1. Bright
2. Sending a friend happiness
3. A friend
4. I’ve heard yellow rose is for friendship
5. Friendship

Beauty
Love, bright
Expense, significance
Care
Love
Love
Texas, memories
Love, friendship, family
Love, friendship
Friendship
Love, friendship
Love, family, memories
Family
Love
Honor, memory
Honor, memory
Bright
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship

Boomer Participant 6 said that the yellow rose represented love, but not girl or
boyfriend or spouse, love to a friend while Participant 4 indicated the yellow rose to be a
flower you give as condolences to a friend. First-level coding revealed common words
and phrases such as friendship, happiness, love, sympathy, and memories.
During their interviews, several members of Generation X said they would give a
yellow rose a friend and it would make them feel happy (Table 4.2).
Table 4.2 - Generation X Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
Participant 1

1. I think of friendship or the song Yellow Rose
of Texas.
2. Friendship or maybe get well or cheer up.

First-level Coding
Friendship, Texas
Friendship, cheer,
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Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Yellow typically evokes happiness or warmth.
3. Friendship. Maybe a close friend or even
partner who is trying to convey their friendship
to you in addition to their love.
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Happy
2. Appreciation, kindness
3. Friendship, close relationship
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Intrigued
2. That I wanted to make them happy
3. I’d send these to someone who I was dating
when I didn’t want to seem too overbearing
4. Romance without being as formal or splashy
as red roses
5. Spontaneity
1. Not too pretty, but it’s different
2. To a friend
3. These are flowers for friends
4. Girls give these to their bridesmaids
5. Friendliness
1. Gratitude
2. Sympathy for a friend’s situation, friendship
3. Friends, co-worker
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Tradition, beauty
2. Friendship or caring. I once gave these to a
girlfriend once. She politely informed me that
yellow roses are for friends
3. Close friend that needs to know that I care,
and that I’m thinking of her
4. Compassion, taking an interest in someone
platonically like a new friend
5. Caring, consideration
1. I think of seeing this at my mom or
grandmother’s house. I think of Mother’s Day.
2. Appreciation and love of someone. For
example, mother, grandmother or even wife.
3. Close relationship. A relationship of
admiration and love.
4. Appreciation, love
5. I would say this flower represents a special
occasion.

warmth, happiness
Friendship, love
Friendship
Friendship
Happiness
Appreciation, kindness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Intrigued
Happiness
Dating
Romance
Spontaneity
Difference
Friendship
Friendship
Bridesmaids, wedding
Friendship
Gratitude
Friendship, sympathy
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Tradition, beauty
Friendship, care
Friendship, care
Compassion, interest,
friendship
Caring, consideration
Mother, family,
memories
Appreciation, love,
family, mother
Relationship,
admiration, love
Appreciation, love
Special, occasion
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Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

1. Yellow Rose of Texas
2. I hope you like yellow. It’s a happy color
3. I am not a huge fan, but this might be a more
formal occasion for a friend or family member
4. Happiness
5. Friendship
1. Condolences
2. I’m sorry
3. Friend or acquaintance. I'm sorry for your
loss
4. Apology for your pain
5. Hope after grief
1. This flower makes me feel that I can
persevere.
2. That I know that they have been through a
tough ordeal and that I’m proud of how they
handled it.
3. I would give this flower to someone whose
perseverance I respected.
4. The yellow rose has always represented quite
strength to me. The kind of strength you need to
persevere through tough times.
5. Perseverance

Texas
Happiness
Family, friendship
Happiness
Friendship
Condolences
Condolences, apology
Condolences, friendship
Apology
Hope, condolences
Perseverance
Pride
Perseverance, respect
Strength, perseverance
Perseverance

Other words used by participants to describe the flower and the feelings it evokes
are perseverance, condolence, and tradition. Gen X Participant 6 stated they once gave
these to a girlfriend and she politely informed me that yellow roses are for friends.
Yellow Roses reminded Participant 2 of seeing the flowers at their mom and
grandmother’s house. First-level coding revealed common words happiness,
appreciation, friendship, memories, and condolences.
For the yellow rose, members of the Millennial Generation said the flower is a
friendship flower, would make someone happy, and act as an expression of platonic love
(Table 4.3).
Table 4.3 - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1
1. Very uncomfortable
Uncomfortable
2. I don’t care for them much and our
Impersonal

	
  

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4
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relationship isn’t very personal
3. Idk probably as a housewarming gift for
someone I know has a yellow kitchen or
someone I don’t like but have to pretend to
4. A beacon of apathy and impersonal
relationships
5. Dislike
1. Not as pretty as red roses but still pretty
2. I would probably give this flower to
someone I was meeting for the first time or
didn’t have a strong connection with
3. Someone with whom I didn’t have a
strong connection, maybe an acquaintance or
a friend
4. Indifference
5. Potential
1. This is another friendship flower
2. Represents our friendship
3. These are for someone you have a deep
bond of friendship with
4. Friends
5. Friends
1. Contentment, appreciation
2. That I'm glad they're in my life or that I
appreciate something specific they did
3. I think this would be for like a good friend
4. Friendship
5. Close friendship, appreciation

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Happiness, love, admiration
2. Intimacy, roses feel serious to me, but like
red roses feel more love oriented, so this one
is not as serious a love
3. Blossoming love
4. An ongoing relationship
5. I care about you, but don’t love you yet
1. Very happy, but somewhat solemn and
sad. Like a memory of happiness.
2. I’ve actually given this to someone before
as a token of best-friendship
3. It would mean that they were my best
friend
4. Friendship, or a memory of friendship
5. Friendship

Housewarming, fake
Apathy, impersonal
Dislike
Pretty
Newness
Friendship,
acquaintance
Indifference
Potential
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, bond
Friendship
Friendship
Contentment,
appreciation
Appreciation
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship,
appreciation
Happiness, love,
admiration
Intimacy, love
Love
Relationship
Love
Happiness, memory,
sadness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, memories
Friendship
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

1. Joy, yellow flowers feel particularly happy
to me
2. I’d give this to someone to make them
happy
3. A good friend
4. An expression of platonic love which is
friendship
5. Love and friendship
1. Like it’s a regular plant
2. It’s like “hey friend, you seem to be
having a bad day so take this”
3. Friends
4. Cheering up a friend
5. Friendship flower
1. It is horrendous.
2. Friendship
3. Close Friend
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Curiosity, comfort, openness, friendship
2. Warmth and happiness
3. Friends, family, platonic loved ones
4. Brightness and warmth
5. Friendliness, good cheer, warmth or
coziness

Joy, happiness
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship, love
Love, friendship
Regular
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, cheer
Friendship
Horrendous
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Curiosity, comfort,
friendship
Warmth, happiness
Friendship, family
Bright, warmth
Friendship, cheer,
warmth

Millennial Participant 5 said that roses feel serious to me, but like red roses feel
more love oriented, so this one is not as serious a love while Participant 2 said the yellow
rose was a beacon of apathy and impersonal relationships. First-level coding revealed
common words and phrases such as friendship, impersonal, love, happiness, and
curiosity.
Structural Synthesis
The final level of analysis was the structural synthesis across the generations in
order to seek a contemporary definition for each flower. The results of the structural
synthesis revealed the definitions that were derived from the interview transcripts and
first-level coding (Table 4.4).
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Table 4.4 - Results of Structural Synthesis Across all Three Generations of Study
Baby Boomers
Gen X
Millennial
Solid Carnation

Happiness, cheer,
friendship

Friendship,
happiness, love

Happiness, love,
courtship, friendship

Striped Carnation

Happiness,
friendship,
appreciation,
uniqueness
Friendship, love,
sympathy

Uniqueness,
happiness,
appreciation

Happiness,
friendship,
uniqueness,
obligation
Friendship, love,
happiness

Yellow Rose

Red Rose

Love, romance

Friendship,
happiness,
condolences
Love, romance

White
Chrysanthemum

Condolences, peace,
sympathy

Uniqueness, beauty,
condolences

Daisy

Happiness, childhood, Cheer, happiness,
nostalgia, Spring
youth

Iris

Spring, wisdom,
beauty

Nostalgia,
Respect, cheer,
sophistication, respect intrigue

Calla Lily

Weddings, beauty,
elegance

Condolences, beauty,
elegance

Red Tulip

Spring, happiness,
youth

Spring, love,
newness, happiness

Beauty, elegance,
sophistication,
housewarming
Easter, Spring,
happiness, friendship

Daffodil

Spring, happiness,
childhood

Spring, happiness,
friendship, newness

Happiness,
friendship, Spring

Love, romance, cliché
Uniqueness,
condolences, purity
Cheer, youth,
innocence, friendship

Solid Carnation
The solid carnation, across all generations, evoked a general sense of happiness
and friendship. For members of Generation X and Millennial generations, the solid
carnation also represented love. To Boomers, the solid carnation represented cheer, and
to the Millennials, it represented courtship.
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Striped Carnation
The striped carnation evoked a general sense of happiness and uniqueness across
all generations. For members of Baby Boomers and Millennials, the striped carnation also
represented friendship. To Millennials, the solid carnation represented obligation. For
members of Baby Boomers and Generation X, the striped carnation also represented
appreciation.
Yellow Rose
To all three generations of study, the yellow rose represented friendship.
Members of the Baby Boomer generation and Generation X also associated sympathy and
condolences, respectively, with the yellow rose. For Boomers and Millennials, the yellow
rose also represents love. Happiness was also evoked in the Gen X-ers and Millennials.
Red Rose
All generations of study used the words love and romance to describe their
feelings toward red roses, what red roses red represent, and the reasons behind giving red
roses as gifts. Members of the Millennial generation also considered red roses cliché.
White Chrysanthemum
To all three generations of study, the white chrysanthemum means condolences.
For the members of Generation X and the Millennials, the white chrysanthemum also
represented uniqueness. To Boomers, the white chrysanthemum represented peace and
sympathy, and to the Millennials, it represented purity. Members from Generation X
beauty with white chrysanthemums as well.
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Daisy
While there are some inconsistencies amongst the definitions provided for the
daisy by the three generations, many definitions were agreed upon by two generations.
Members from Generation X and the Millennials both associate cheer and youth with
daisies; Millennials also said that the flower also represents innocence and friendship.
However, other members of Generation X agreed with the Baby Boomers that the daisy
represents happiness. The Baby Boomers felt the daisy represented Spring and childhood
and evoked feelings of nostalgia.

Iris
There were many inconsistencies amongst the definitions provided for the iris by
the three generations. The Baby Boomers felt the iris represented Spring, wisdom, and
beauty. To members of Generation X, the iris represented nostalgia and sophistication.
Millennials agreed that irises represent respect with members of Generation X. Irises also
represented cheer and intrigue to the Millennials.
Calla Lily
The calla lily represented elegance and beauty to the three generations of study.
Baby Boomers were reminded of weddings by the calla lilies, and calla lilies represented
sophistication and feelings of housewarming to Millennials. Calla lilies also were a way
to show condolences to members of Generation X.
Red Tulip
Red tulips represented Spring and happiness to the three generations of study. The
red tulips also evoked a feeling of youth in the Baby Boomers. Members of Generation X
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felt red tulips represent love and newness as well. Red tulips represented Easter and
friendship to the Millennials.
Daffodil
The daffodil represented Spring and happiness to the three generations of study.
Baby Boomers were reminded of childhood as well. Members of Generation X and the
Millennial Generation said daffodils represented friendship. Daffodils also represented
newness to Gen X-ers.

Chapter Summary
Chapter IV presented the data collected from interviews with ten members of the
three generations of study. The interview transcripts and first-level coding for the first
flower for each generation were also examined. The researcher presented and described
in detail the results of the final step in the process, the structural synthesis.
Chapter V will show the analysis of the results presented in Chapter IV.
Comparisons between the contemporary definitions synthesized from the interviews in
this study and the traditional definitions discussed in Chapter II will be made. The
researcher will also state recommendations for future research.
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CHAPTER V
Conclusions
Chapter I introduced flowers and their use in arrangements as a form of

communication. Flower dictionaries and their shortcomings were also discussed. The
purpose of the study and objectives of the study were presented as well.
Chapter II reviewed relevant literature regarding the meanings and symbolism of
the ten flowers used in this study and characteristics of the three generations of study.
The lack of research on flower meanings was also noted.
In Chapter III the methodology used in the study was established and the
interview process used in order to define contemporary flower meanings across
generations was discussed. The phenomenological reduction process for data analysis
was defined.
Chapter IV presented the data collected from interviews with ten members of the
three generations of study. The interview transcripts, first-level coding for the first flower
for each generation, and the results of the structural synthesis were examined.
Chapter V will provide the analysis of the results presented in Chapter IV. The
researcher will make comparisons between the contemporary definitions synthesized
from the interviews in this study and the traditional definitions discussed in Chapter II.
Recommendations for future research will be stated.
Key Findings
Overall, the three generations of study held some similar definitions for nine of
the ten flowers used in the study. However, the three generations only had similar
definitions to those of traditional flower meanings for two of the ten flowers. The
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comparisons between the flower definitions provided by the three generations of study
and the traditional flower definitions follow.
Solid Carnation
The definition of the solid carnation in this study was happiness and friendship.
Love was also a definition to some generations. Traditionally, solid carnations were used
to express acceptance of an offer or proposal (Iowa State University, 2005). The results
also support the findings in the previous study by the researcher (Moore, 2016). In that
study, it was determined that the definition of solid carnations for the participants in the
study was happiness and love (Moore, 2016). The results seem to suggest that the
traditional meaning is no longer applicable, and a new definition has developed. This new
definition is supported by research that found that solid carnations are used today to
congratulate a friend on an achievement (Chengyan & Hall, 2010).
Striped Carnation
The striped carnation evoked a definition of happiness and uniqueness to the three
generations in this study with some generations adding friendship and appreciation. In the
previous study, it was determined that the definition of striped carnations for the
participants in the study was happiness and friendship (Moore, 2016). These definitions
are supported by research that found that striped carnations are purchased to express
thanks and congratulate someone on an achievement (Chengyan & Hall, 2010). However,
this is not the traditional meaning of the striped carnation. Striped carnations have
represented the refusal of a proposition in the past (Greenaway, 1978). This all suggests
that the contemporary definition provided by the three generations of study is more
applicable today than traditional definitions.
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Yellow Rose
Just like in the previous study, the three generations of study indicated friendship
and love as the definition of the yellow rose, but with some generations in this study
adding condolences and happiness (Moore, 2016). This is supported by research that
found that yellow roses are given for anniversaries, birthdays, weddings, new births, and
to show friendship (Chengyan & Hall, 2010). Despite almost all participants of all three
generations indicating some meaning of friendship or love for this flower, traditional
flower dictionaries suggest the opposite meaning. Many sources agree that yellow roses
communicate a “decrease of love” (Greenaway, 1978, p. 50) and “jealousy” (Iowa State
University, 2005, p. 1). The results of this study suggest that the people now have a new
definition for the yellow rose and do not use past definitions.
Red Rose
The three generations indicated love and romance as the definition of the red rose.
This definition agrees with traditional flower dictionaries that state that red roses
represent love and the findings of the previous study (Greenaway, 1978; Moore, 2016).
This definition does not appear to change across multiple eras and cultures (Greenaway,
1978). The results of this study show no need for a new, contemporary definition for red
roses.
White Chrysanthemum
The definition for white chrysanthemum in this study was condolences and
uniqueness. In the previous study there were several inconsistencies between generations
with some of the definitions including funerals, sadness, and condolences, but also
homecoming and celebration (Moore, 2016). None of these definitions matches the
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tradition definition, loyalty (Greenaway, 1978). The results suggest that more research is
needed before a contemporary definition is provided and the traditional definition is
deemed inapplicable.
Daisy
There were many inconsistencies amongst the definitions provided for the daisy
by the three generations. Members from Generation X and the Millennials both associate
cheer and youth with daisies. However, other members of Generation X agreed with the
Baby Boomers that the daisy represents happiness. The Baby Boomers felt the daisy
represented Spring and childhood and evoked feelings of nostalgia. Millennials also said
that the flower also represents friendship and innocence, one of the traditional definitions.
Traditionally, daisies represent innocence and purity (Iowa State University, 2005). This
could also be seen as similar to the definitions of youth and childhood provided by some
generations since innocence and purity are typically associated with childhood or
children. In the previous study, daisies were found to evoke feelings of happiness, cheer,
and memories of childhood (Moore, 2016). However, the results are inconsistent and
suggest that the generations do not associate traditional definitions of daisies with the
flower today.
Iris
There were many inconsistencies amongst the definitions provided for the iris by
the three generations. To members of Generation X, the iris represented nostalgia and
sophistication. Millennials agreed that irises represent respect with members of
Generation X. Irises also represented cheer and intrigue to the Millennials. The Baby
Boomers felt the iris represented Spring, wisdom, and beauty. Only one definition
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provided by one generation, the Baby Boomers, matches the any of the traditional
definitions of faith, hope, and wisdom (Kandeler & Ullrich, 2009a). The participants in
the previous study by the researcher listed happiness, short-lived, Spring, prettiness,
friendship, mothers, and maternal as some of the meanings of irises (Moore, 2016). All of
this suggests that more research is needed to learn whether or not the traditional
definitions are still applicable or what new definitions of the iris are.
Calla Lily
The three generations indicated beauty and elegance as the definitions of the calla
lily. One of these definitions agrees with traditional flower dictionaries that state that
calla lilies represent beauty (Iowa State University, 2005). The previous study found
beauty and weddings as the definition (Moore, 2016). The results of this study show no
need for a new, contemporary definition for calla lilies.
Red Tulip
The definitions agreed upon by the three generations for the red tulip in this study
was spring and happiness. Traditionally, red tulips have meant a “declaration of love”
(Greenaway, 1978, p. 54). In the previous study, the participants included Spring and
Easter as definitions of red tulips (Moore, 2016). The results suggest that people now
have different definitions of red tulips then past definitions. More research is needed to
more precisely define and narrow down these new meanings.
Daffodil
The definition of the daffodil in this study was Spring and happiness. Some of the
generations also added friendship. In the previous study, Spring was the agreed upon
definition by the three generations (Moore, 2016). These definitions are different than the
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traditional definition of regard, meaning best wishes or thoughts (Greenaway, 1978). The
results suggest that people now have a wide variety of definitions for daffodils, but agree
that spring is one definition. More research is needed to more precisely define and narrow
down these new meanings.
Generational Differences in Results
Some generations had additional meanings that can give us more insight into the
generational differences. Baby Boomers and participants from Generation X gave several
flowers definitions like childhood, youth, and nostalgia suggesting they place meaning on
flowers based on memories and past experiences. A few definitions provided by
Millennials, obligation for the striped carnation and cliché for red roses, suggest that they
would might reject overly popular flowers and go against tradition. Some participants felt
very strongly saying they would only give striped carnations because they “felt some
obligation to give them flowers but didn't really like them” and “because I have to”.
Recommendations
The researcher’s suggestions for future studies follow. For continued research on
the topic of this study, the researcher suggests larger sample sizes for each generation and
a compatible questionnaire to determine usage of flower meanings when purchasing and
gifting flowers. Limiting the population to Murray, KY greatly decreased the available
population and decreases the generalizability of the results. There is also a need for more
related research regarding flower meanings, the purchasing tendencies of generations,
reasons for purchasing specific flowers, and money spent on specific flowers. While
completing the review of literature, the lack of relevant studies on the previously
mentioned topics in the scholarly body of knowledge became apparent. More research on

	
  
all aspects of cut flowers is needed to provide a fuller view of cut flowers and the cut
flower industry.
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Appendix B - Striped Carnation Picture
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Appendix F - Daisy Picture
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Appendix H - Calla Lily Picture
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Appendix I - Red Tulip Picture
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Appendix J - Daffodil Picture
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Appendix L - Interview Question Sheet

Flower 1
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.

Flower 2
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
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Flower 3
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.

Flower 4
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
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Flower 5
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.

Flower 6
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
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Flower 7
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.

Flower 8
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
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Flower 9
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.

Flower 10
1. Describe your feelings when looking at this flower.

2. Describe what feelings you would be trying to convey if you gave this flower to
someone.

3. If you gave someone this flower or a bouquet of these flowers, how would you
describe the symbolism of that flower to your relationship with that person?

4. What does the flower represent to you?

5. Provide a meaning you would give to this flower.
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Appendix M - IRB Approval Letter

TO:

Kimberly Bellah, Agricultural Sciences

FROM:

Jonathan Baskin, IRB Coordinator

DATE:

4/4/2018

RE:

Human Subjects Protocol I.D. – IRB # 18-136

The IRB has completed its review of your student's Level 1 protocol entitled Flower Meanings: Are
They Relevant Today?. After review and consideration, the IRB has determined that the research, as
described in the protocol form, will be conducted in compliance with Murray State University
guidelines for the protection of human participants.
The forms and materials that have been approved for use in this research study are attached to the
email containing this letter. These are the forms and materials that must be presented to the
subjects. Use of any process or forms other than those approved by the IRB will be considered
misconduct in research as stated in the MSU IRB Procedures and Guidelines section 20.3.
Your stated data collection period is from 4/4/2018 to 4/3/2019.
If data collection extends beyond this period, please submit an Amendment to an Approved
Protocol form detailing the new data collection period and the reason for the change.
This Level 1 approval is valid until 4/3/2019.
If data collection and analysis extends beyond this date, the research project must be reviewed as a
continuation project by the IRB prior to the end of the approval period, 4/3/2019. You must reapply
for IRB approval by submitting a Project Update and Closure form (available at murraystate.edu/irb).
You must allow ample time for IRB processing and decision prior to your expiration date, or your
research must stop until such time that IRB approval is received. If the research project is completed
by the end of the approval period, then a Project Update and Closure form must be submitted for
IRB review so that your protocol may be closed. It is your responsibility to submit the appropriate
paperwork in a timely manner.
The protocol is approved. You may begin data collection now.
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Appendix N – IRB Application
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Appendix O - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 1 (Solid Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Happy
2. For them to be happy
3. Friend to cheer them up
4. Happiness
5. Fun or happy
1. Fresh
2. Thank you
3. Friends
4. Centerpiece for dinner
5. Springtime
1. Pretty, long-lasting, someone care for me
2. Friendship, Congrats
3. Friend (not a best friend), Co-worker,
acquaintance from church, work, club, etc.
4. Thoughtfulness
5. Nice
1. Nice, simple, happy
2. Make them happy
3. To make a friend happy
4. Smiles
5. Happiness
1. Bright, smiling flower
2. Peaceful
3. To brighten someone’s day
4. Happiness
5. Brightness
1. I feel the joy of living a simple life.
2. Genuine love and friendship.
3. This person is someone that I feel
comfortable in his or her company.
4. Innocence, simple joy, down to earth
5. It means the virtue of effortless happiness.
1. Cheer
2. Warm emotions of caring
3. I would give these flowers to family or
friends
4. Maybe springtime
5. Cheer
1. Happiness, cheer
2. Love and/or affection
3. Mostly affection, perhaps as much because
of the red and pink colors as for the carnation
itself

Happiness
Happiness
Friendship, cheer
Happiness
Fun, happiness
Fresh
Thankfulness
Friendship
Decoration
Spring
Pretty, care
Friendship,
congratulations
Friendship
Thoughtfulness
Nice
Nice, happiness
Happiness
Friendship, happiness
Smiles
Happiness
Bright
Peace
Bright
Happiness
Bright
Joy
Friendship
Comfort
Innocence, joy
Happiness
Cheer
Care
Family, friendship
Spring
Cheer
Happiness, cheer
Love, affection
Affection
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Participant 9

Participant 10

4. Joy, happiness, affection
5. Affection
1. Nice
2. Someone in need of care or healing
3. Thinking of a friend during a rough time
4. Caring
5. Caring
1. Beautiful; makes me smile
2. I love and appreciate you
3. Friend
4. Caring
5. I would hope it would bring them joy

Affection, joy, happiness
Affection
Nice
Care, healing
Friendship
Care
Care
Beauty, smile
Love, appreciation
Friendship
Care
Joy
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Appendix P - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 2 (Striped Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. A little more serious, maybe after a loss
2. Everything is ok
3. Friend or family member
4. Serious change
5. Change
1. Happy flowers
2. Happy, silly
3. Friendship
4. Happiness
5. Friend
1. Pretty, unique, long-lasting
2. Friendship, Congrats, thinking of you
3. Unique friend, close co-worker,
acquaintance you are trying to impress
4. Thoughtfulness
5. Uniqueness
1. Happy
2. When I want to show my appreciation
3. Friend or coworker
4. Gratitude
5. Gratitude
1. Another happiness flower
2. Calming
3. To cheer up an old friend
4. Cheer and bright feelings
5. Friendship
1. I feel more creative and outgoing.
2. I would express my appreciation for this
person’s uniqueness and personal charm.
3. This may not be someone that I am close to,
but someone I newly befriended with or I
found intriguing and out of the ordinary.
4. Personal flair, charming looks, and
effervescent personality
5. An appreciation for the someone’s’ courage
to be different.
1. Happy
2. A wish for happiness for them
3. I would give these flowers to family or
friends
4. Happy wish
5. Happiness
1. The flower looks like a party to me

Condolences
Consolation
Friendship, family
Change
Change
Happiness
Happiness
Friendship
Happiness
Friendship
Prettiness, uniqueness
Friendship,
congratulations
Uniqueness, friendship
Thoughtfulness
Uniqueness
Happiness
Appreciation
Friendship
Gratitude
Gratitude
Happiness
Calm
Cheer, friendship
Bright, cheer
Friendship
Creativity, outgoing
Appreciation, uniqueness,
charm
Friendship, newness
Charm, effervescent
Appreciation, uniqueness
Happiness
Happiness, wish
Family, friendship
Happiness, wish
Happiness
Party
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

2. Celebration and joy
3. I would give these flowers on a birthday or
to celebrate some other event, like a
graduation
4. Happiness and joy
5. Happiness and celebration
1. Pretty
2. Thinking of you
3. Caring
4. Caring
5. Caring
1. A little more happier
2. I hope this makes you happy
3. Friend
4. Cheer
5. Happiness to someone

Celebration, joy
Birthday, celebration,
graduation
Joy, happiness
Happiness, celebration
Prettiness
Thoughtfulness
Caring
Caring
Caring
Happiness
Happiness
Friendship
Cheer
Happiness
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Appendix Q - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. A little sad
2. Sympathy
3. Family or friend
4. Sadness
5. Show of sympathy
1. Different
2. Happy
3. Not a loved one so a friend
4. Friend
5. Friend
1. Happy, loved, special
2. You truly care about this person
3. Strong friendship
4. Happy birthday, anniversary, special
occasion for a great friend or family member
5. Love, but not girl or boyfriend or spouse,
love to a friend
1. Funeral
2. Sorry empathy
3. Remembrance
4. Condolences to a friend
5. Friend
1. This one is another one for friends
2. Happy and bright to cheer a friend up
3. To honor our friendship
4. Spring
5. Old friends
1. Feeling beautiful and cherished.
2. That I adore the person, and deeply treasure
the relationship.
3. This is someone that I have developed a more
spiritual, deeply cherished relationship with.
There is a richness of sacred love and gratitude
towards the person.
4. Sacred love, royal character.
5. Heavenly beauty and connection.
1. Love but also bright
2. Expensive so giving roses usually carries
significance
3. I would give these flowers to someone I care
for
4. Love
5. Significant love

Sadness
Sympathy
Family, friendship
Sadness
Sympathy
Difference
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Happiness, love
Caring
Friendship
Friendship, family
Love, friendship
Condolences
Sympathy
Remembrance
Condolences, friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, happiness,
cheer, bright
Friendship, honor
Spring
Friendship
Beauty, cherish
Friendship
Love, gratitude, love

Love, royalty
Beauty
Love, bright
Expense, significance
Care
Love
Love
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Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

1. I am a native Texan. I cannot look a Yellow
Rose without thinking of Texas
2. Roses mean love but a yellow rose can be
love for friends and family without a romantic
connotation
3. Love and concern but not necessarily
romantic love so friendly love
4. Friends
5. Friendly love
1. Love. This was my mother-in-law’s favorite
flower
2. In memory of my Mother-in-law
3. Love
4. Honor in memory
5. Honor in memory
1. Bright
2. Sending a friend happiness
3. A friend
4. I’ve heard yellow rose is for friendship
5. Friendship

Texas, memories
Love, friendship, family
Love, friendship
Friendship
Love, friendship
Love, family, memories
Family
Love
Honor, memory
Honor, memory
Bright
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
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Appendix R - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 4 (Red Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Love
2. Feelings of love
3. Husband or family to show them I love them
4. Love
5. Love
1. Valentine’s Day
2. Love
3. Loved one
4. Special occasions
5. Love
1. Love, passion, strong/nice scent
2. Love, caring, I am sorry, or I love you
3. Love. Parent, spouse, girl/boyfriend
4. Love, strong relationship, special occasion
5. Strong bond
1. Love
2. Romance
3. Very close relationship, lover
4. Valentine’s day
5. Romance
1. Love, love, love
2. To show your love
3. Husbands always give this to their wives to
show love. Sometimes sons give these to their
mothers
4. Love and romance and chocolates
5. Gift of love
1. Cliché type of love
2. That I love you just as I love humanity
3. I feel this is appropriate to give to you for the
special occasion.
4. Common gift to show love
5. Big love
1. Love
2. The expense of roses carries the significance
of your feelings
3. You give these flowers to a significant loved
one
4. Love for your partner
5. Love
1. Romantic love
2. In giving this flower you are saying “I love
you”
3. You are expressing romantic love. Red roses

Love
Love
Love, family
Love
Love
Valentines
Love
Love
Occasion
Love
Love, passion
Love, caring
Love, family
Love, special
Bond
Love
Romance
Love
Valentines
Romance
Love
Love
Love, wives, mothers
Love, romance
Love, gift
Love
Love, humanity
Special
Love
Love
Love
Expense, significant
Significant, love
Love
Love
Love, romance
Love
Love, romance,
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

are the perfect flower to give on Valentine’s
Day or on anniversaries to the person you love
4. Romantic Love
5. Love
1. Love
2. Love
3. I love them
4. Love
5. Love
1. Love
2. You send as a Valentine
3. Loved one
4. Love and Valentine’s Day
5. Love

Valentines, anniversary
Love, romance
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love
Valentines
Love
Valentines, love
Love
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Appendix S - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 5 (White
Chrysanthemum)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. Fun
2. Don’t take life too seriously, be silly
3. Friend or family
4. Fun
5. Fun
1. Seems like a funeral
2. Respect
3. You send these to a funeral
4. Funeral
5. Respect
1. Peace
2. Sympathy, Happy Easter
3. Friends, Family
4. Peace
5. Sympathy
1. Peace
2. Calm
3. Something different thoughtful
4. Unique
5. Special
1. I’ve seen these at weddings and funerals
recently
2. Something peaceful and pure about this.
Maybe to show respect at the funeral but also
symbolizing of the wedding
3. Given to a bride. Or maybe a grieving family
I guess
4. Churches
5. Peace
1. Sadness and longing
2. I am with you in whatever you are going
through, trying to understand you, and to be
there for you.
3. This may not be anyone I know well. I give
this flower because I want to let him/her know
that I care or understand what they are going
through
4. Sympathy and love
5. Sympathetic love
1. It’s kind of dark
2. Sympathy
3. You are sending them well wishes or you
hope they feel better soon

Fun
Silly
Friendship, family
Fun
Fun
Funeral
Respect
Funeral
Funeral
Respect
Peace
Sympathy, Easter
Friends, family
Peace
Sympathy
Peace
Calm
Thoughtfulness
Uniqueness
Special
Wedding, funeral
Peace, purity, funeral,
wedding, respect
Wedding, grief
Church
Peace
Sadness
Condolences, sympathy
Condolences, sympathy

Sympathy, love
Sympathy, love
Dark
Sympathy
Well wishes, healing
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Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

4. Dark times
5. Sympathy
1. Happiness
2. Celebration and perhaps congratulations
3. “I am happy for you and celebrating with
you.” I would give these flowers to family or
friends
4. Caring
5. Caring for or celebrating with you.
1. Nice
2. To cheer them up
3. Friend or family
4. Cheer or sympathy
5. Sympathy
1. Funeral flower
2. Sorry for your loss
3. Love and sympathy
4. Funeral
5. Sadness and loss

Dark
Sympathy
Happiness
Celebration,
congratulations
Family, friendship,
happiness, celebration
Care
Care, celebration
Nice
Cheer
Friendship, family
Cheer, sympathy
Sympathy
Funeral
Loss, condolences
Love, sympathy
Funeral
Sadness, loss
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Appendix T - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 6 (Daisy)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

1. Happiness
2. Happiness
3. Friend or family
4. Smiles
5. Happiness
1. Living in the country
2. You don’t really give these, you just pick
them as a kid
3. Kids give them to their moms
4. Farm land
5. Wild
1. Spring, happiness, newness
2. Congratulations, thank you for being a Friend

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

3. Great friendship, family member
4. Newness, Spring, Life
5. Happiness
1. Spring
2. Renewal
3. Thank you for a job or appreciation
4. Hope
5. Energy and forward looking
1. A happy Springy flower
2. I like people would gift these as a bulb so
someone can plant it and enjoy the Spring
blooms
3. A friend or neighbor so I could enjoy the
blooms too
4. Enjoyment
5. Memories for good times
1. Time to celebrate
2. I am really happy, for me and you, and life
3. I am so happy to be with you
4. Cheerfulness, light hearted goodness in life
5. Cheerfulness and goodness of life
1. Childlike. It makes you happy
2. Reminding someone of past memories we
share
3. A childhood friend you found recently
4. Children
5. Spring
1. Happiness, springtime
2. Happiness and celebration

Happiness
Happiness
Friendship, family
Smile
Happiness
Country
Childhood
Childhood, mothers
Farm
Wild
Spring, happiness,
newness
Congratulations,
friendship
Friendship, family
Newness, Spring
Happiness
Spring
Renewal
Appreciation
Hope
Energy, future
Happiness, Spring
Spring, gift
Friendship, neighbor
Enjoyment
Memories
Celebration
Happiness
Happiness
Cheer, goodness
Cheer, goodness
Childhood, happiness
Memories
Childhood
Childhood
Spring
Happiness, Spring
Happiness, celebration
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

3. I would give this flower to friends or family
when they are celebrating a happy event
4. Joy
5. Cheer
1. Love, wife’s favorite flower
2. Love
3. You are special enough to get your favorite
flower
4. Love
5. Love
1. Happy
2. Joy
3. Have a happy day
4. Sunshine and bright days
5. Joy

Friendship, family,
celebration, happiness
Joy
Cheer
Love
Love
Special
Love
Love
Happiness
Joy
Happiness
Sunshine, bright
Joy
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Appendix U - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 7 (Iris)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Happy
2. Happiness
3. Friend
4. Springtime
5. Happiness
1. Expensive
2. It shows a lot of interest because of the
expense
3. Give it to someone who is refined
4. Expense
5. Refined
1. Exotic
2. Get well soon, Sorry for your loss
3. Friendship, Family, Acquaintance
4. Condolences
5. Feel better soon
1. Nice, I like this flower
2. Energy
3. Very special and distinctive
4. Quality time to do something different
5. Fun and different
1. My grandkids pick these at school and give
them to me when I pick them up
2. Grandmother who they love
3. To show love and bring smiles
4. Bright smiles on my granddaughter
5. Having fun
1. Wisdom, mature beauty
2. That I admire your maturity in character, not
necessarily age wise, your sophisticated
personality
3. I admire you for your wisdom, inner beauty,
and solid character
4. Wisdom and inner beauty
5. Wisdom and sophisticated feminine beauty
1. Seems like a traditional flower
2. You give it to people to cheer them up
3. Give it to someone older and wise
4. Respect
5. Tradition
1. Springtime
2. Caring in hard times or celebrating good

Happiness
Happiness
Friendship
Spring
Happiness
Expense
Expense, interest
Refinement
Expense
Refinement
Exotic
Condolences
Friendship, family
Condolences
Care
Nice
Energy
Special, distinction
Quality
Fun, different
Childhood, school
Love, grandmother,
family
Smile, love
Bright, smile, childhood
Fun
Wisdom, beauty
Maturity, sophistication
Wisdom, beauty,
character
Wisdom, beauty
Wisdom, sophistication,
beauty
Tradition
Cheer
Elder, wisdom
Respect
Tradition
Spring
Care, celebration
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

times.
3. I would give these flowers to family or
friends to represent my emotional support for
them in good or bad times.
4. Caring and the state of Tennessee.
5. Beauty
1. Spring
2. A small gift for the spring
3. Wife
4. Spring
5. Spring
1. Reminder of my childhood
2. Happy Spring
3. Friend
4. New life and Spring
5. Newness

Support, family, friends
Care, Tennessee
Beauty
Spring
Spring
Wife
Spring
Spring
Childhood
Happiness, Spring
Friendship
Spring, newness
Newness
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Appendix V - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 8 (Calla Lily)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

1. Happiness
2. Appreciate the beauty
3. Family or friend
4. Beauty
5. Contentment
1. Another expensive flower
2. Give it to someone beautiful like the flower
3. A loved one
4. A beautiful woman
5. Expense
1. Pretty, Easter
2. Happiness
3. Family, great friendship
4. Easter
5. New start
1. High class
2. Special
3. A very special person and a special flower. It
means gratitude because this flower is not
common.
4. Quality
5. Very elegant
1. Wedding flowers
2. Wedding joy and anniversaries
3. Maybe I could send it to my daughter for her
anniversary
4. Happy, pretty bride

Participant 6

Participant 7

5. Anniversary
1. Aging or the maturity that comes with aging
2. I may give this to someone who is
celebrating a birthday or a great achievement
3. This is someone that I feel has traditional
way of thinking. Giving this flower will not risk
our relationship with potential
misunderstanding.
4. Traditional
5. Traditional, conventional.
1. Pretty
2. To make someone feel beautiful
3. Give to a classy woman you are friends with
4. Elders

Happiness
Beauty
Family, friendship
Beauty
Contentment
Expense
Beauty
Love
Beauty
Expense
Easter, pretty
Happiness
Family, friendship
Easter
Newness
Classy
Special
Special, gratitude,
uniqueness
Quality
Elegant
Wedding
Anniversary, wedding,
joy
Anniversary, daughter,
family
Happiness, pretty,
wedding
Anniversary
Maturity
Birthday, achievement
Traditional,
understanding
Traditional
Traditional,
conventional
Pretty
Beauty
Class, friendship
Elder
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Participant 8

5. Beautiful
1. Grace and beauty
2. Support and love
3. I would give these flowers to family or
friends who are celebrating something like a
birthday or need support during a hard time in
their life
4. Encouragement, hope and love
5. Encouragement, hope and love

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

1. Elegance
2. Beauty
3. Classy
4. Elegance
5. Simple elegance
1. Pretty and beautiful
2. Wedding decorations
3. Usually in a wedding bouquet
4. Love
5. Love

Beauty
Grace, beauty
Support, love
Family, friendship,
birthday, celebration
Encouragement, hope,
love
Encouragement, hope,
love
Elegance
Beauty
Classy
Elegance
Elegance
Pretty, beauty
Wedding, decorations
Wedding
Love
Love
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Appendix W - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 9 (Red Tulip)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Happy
2. Happiness
3. Friend or family
4. Newness
5. Springtime
1. Announcing Spring
2. Pretty
3. A loved one
4. Spring
5. Spring
1. Very pretty, Spring
2. Congratulations, Thinking of you
3. Family, Close Friend
4. Happiness, Spring
5. Friendship
1. Classy
2. Respect and appreciation
3. Close but not too close. This is a flower that
could be given to a colleague in a work
environment or a friend
4. Holland
5. Appreciation
1. Mother had these in the yard when I was a
little girl
2. You could give these as bulbs so a friend can
plant them and enjoy them
3. The red would mean love for them
4. Spring and new emergence
5. Spring happiness
1. Childlike everlasting, perfect beauty
2. I wish you the perfect joy in life
3. This is someone that I want to please, to
cheer up, to be reminded of the perfect creation
whom they are
4. Perfect beauty
5. Youth and newness
1. Spring and youth
2. To make someone feel young
3. A good friend
4. Easter time
5. Spring
1. Springtime

Happiness
Happiness
Friendship, family
Newness
Spring
Spring
Pretty
Love
Spring
Spring
Pretty, Spring
Congratulations,
thoughtfulness
Family, friendship
Happiness, Spring
Friendship
Classy
Respect, appreciation
Colleague, friendship
Holland
Appreciation
Mothers, childhood
Friendship, enjoyment
Love
Spring, newness,
emergence
Spring, happiness
Childlike, beauty
Joy
Cheer, reminder
Beauty
Youth, newness
Spring, youth
Youth
Friendship
Easter
Spring
Spring
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

2. Celebration or concern
3. I would give these to family or friends who
are celebrating something like a birthday
4. Cheer
5. Happiness and cheer.
1. Spring
2. Joy and new life
3. Family or wife
4. Spring time
5. Hope
1. Memories of Tulip Time a festival in
Holland, Michigan in the Spring in my
childhood
2. Happy Spring
3. Celebration of Tulip Time
4. Spring
5. Tradition

Celebration, concern
Family, friendship,
celebration, birthday
Cheer
Happiness, cheer
Spring
Joy, newness
Family
Spring
Hope
Memories, festival,
childhood, Spring
Spring, happiness
Celebration
Spring
Tradition
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Appendix X - Baby Boomer Generation Interviews Flower 10 (Daffodil)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Happy
2. Happiness
3. Family or friend
4. Newness
5. Springtime
1. Another Spring flower
2. A little more happier than the Tulip
3. Would make anyone happy
4. Spring
5. Happiness
1. Childhood, Buttercups
2. Thinking of You, Happy Birthday
3. Family, friend
4. Childhood memories, My aunt
5. Happiness, Positive attitude
1. Sunshine and spring
2. Early spring
3. Sharing of joy and happiness with a friend
4. Hope
5. Friendship
1. Bright Springtime
2. Maybe a good housewarming gift for a friend
3. Bright yellow brings lots of smiles
4. Spring
5. Joy
1. Simple and innocent childhood
2. I appreciate your humble beauty.
3. This is someone who I adore for his/her deep
quality of resilience and bright and happy
persona.
4. Beauty and childhood
5. Humility and beauty
1. Cheerful
2. Cheer
3. I would give these flowers to family or
friends who are celebrating something
4. Cheer
5. Celebration
1. Happiness
2. Happiness
3. A good flower for a new mother celebrating
the birth of a baby or for a birthday or someone

Happiness
Happiness
Family, friendship
Newness
Spring
Spring
Happiness
Happiness
Spring
Happiness
Childhood
Thoughtfulness
Family, friendship
Childhood, family
Happiness
Spring
Spring
Joy, happiness,
friendship
Hope
Friendship
Spring
Housewarming,
friendship
Bright, smile
Spring
Joy
Innocence, childhood
Beauty
Resilience, happiness
Beauty, childhood
Happiness, beauty
Cheer
Cheer
Celebration, family,
friends
Cheer
Celebration
Happiness
Happiness
Newness, celebration,
birthday, support, care
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

who needs support during a hard time in their
life
4. Happiness and care
5. Happiness
1. Spring
2. Tell them they are special
3. Thinking of them
4. Spring
5. Spring
1. Joy
2. Childhood memory
3. Sister
4. Childhood adventures
5. Spring

Happiness, care
Happiness
Spring
Special
Thoughtfulness
Spring
Spring
Joy
Childhood, memories
Sister
Childhood, adventure
Spring
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Appendix Y - Generation X Interviews Flower 1 (Solid Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. I don’t have any specific feelings. They’re a
pretty color, but they don’t hold any symbolism
2. Maybe a simple gesture of thank you for
completing a small task for me, like watching a
dog for an afternoon or house sitting
3. I think the relationship would be surface level
friend. Nothing too deep, carnations are very
cheap flowers and not known for their deeper
meaning
4. A low level of thought for a friend of a friend
who did you a small favor
5. Maybe just “thank you.”
1. They have nice, happy color
2. Friendship
3. Friendship or family
4. Love, kindness happiness
5. Appreciation
1. They’re very pretty, I feel like carnations
have a second-tier reputation but that’s too bad
2. I would send these to coworkers on holidays,
or maybe to the hospital for someone I didn’t
know particularly well. They seem nice but
somehow reserved
3. Friendly but not close, somewhat formal
4. Well wishes
5. Friendship
1. Approachable
2. Respect
3. To make them happy
4. Spring
5. Respect
1. Happy, loved
2. That they were thought of and loved.
3. Best friend, close female friend or sister
4. Thoughtfulness
5. Sisterly love, affection
1. Nice and traditional
2. Honor and companionship
3. I would give this to a relative with whom I’m
close to like my mother or grandmother, maybe
a favorite aunt. Possibly a long-term friend.
4. A message of familiarity and caring
5. Consideration, empathy

Pretty
Thanks
Friendship, cheap

Thoughtfulness,
friendship
Thanks
Nice, happy
Friendship
Family, friendship
Love, kindness
happiness
Appreciation
Pretty
Holidays, reserved, nice

Friendship, formal
Well wishes
Friendship
Approachable
Respect
Happiness
Spring
Respect
Happiness, love
Love, thoughtfulness
Friendship, family
Thoughtfulness
Family, love, affection
Nice, tradition
Honor, companionship
Family, mothers,
friendship
Familiarity, care
Consideration, empathy
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

1. These flowers make me think of romance,
Valentine’s Day
2. I would be trying to convey love. Celebrate
an anniversary, Valentine’s Day
3. Spouse, romantic relationship
4. Love, romance
5. I would say this flower means how much you
love or care about someone else.
1. Formal. They look good for a function that
would include older people.
2. Very formal, old school standard pretty
flowers.
3. Similar to what you would give a generic
hallmark gift card for. Formal and standard
4. Not much. They are pretty, but too inside the
box for my personal taste
5. A very standard formal flower you can gift
for any occasion
1. Happy
2. I hope you have a great day, cheer them up
3. Friend
4. Nice gesture to brighten someone's day
5. Happy flower
1. New romance
2. That I love them in a romantic way
3. I would give this flower to someone that I
was in a new relationship with and this would
symbolize the passion of new love
4. Romantic love
5. This flower symbolizes new love to me

Romance, Valentine’s
Love, celebration,
anniversary, Valentine’s
Romance, spouse
Love, romance
Love, care
Formal, mature
Formal, old school,
pretty
Generic, standard,
formal
Pretty
Standard, gift
Happiness
Cheer, nice
Friendship
Nice, bright
Happiness
Romance
Love, romance
Love, relationship,
passion
Love, romance
Love
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Appendix Z - Generation X Interviews Flower 2 (Striped Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Striped carnations require a little more effort,
and they look a little nicer than a solid
carnation, but at the end of the day, it’s still a
carnation
2. I appreciate you
3. To me, this would be something you would
have your child give to their teacher or coach to
show respect or appreciation
4. A low-level thought or gesture of
appreciation
5. Thanks. I spent the extra dollar to buy you
striped ones.
1. Nice color, bright
2. Friendship or special occasion
3. Friendship or family
4. Love, kindness, and happiness
5. Appreciation
1. I can’t help but associate these with the old
logo for Carnation powdered milk that was in
my mom’s pantry for ages for some unknown
reason, which is a shame because they’re
actually really interesting
2. These feel non-committal to me, formal
3. I wouldn’t give these flowers except as an
accent part of a larger bouquet
4. Something old-fashioned or traditional
5. Formal, tradition
1. Happy flower
2. To give cheer
3. You are thinking of them
4. Cheerful
5. Fun because it’s more fun than the solid Carn
1. Fun, spontaneous
2. Fun, flirty
3. New relationship
4. Fun
5. Fun and friendly
1. Interesting and stimulating; maybe a little
excitement
2. Personal interest, compassion
3. Close friend, could be a past love or a person
for whom I have an interest for currently
4. Something a little different

Nice

Appreciation
Appreciation, respect
Thoughtfulness,
appreciation
Thankfulness
Nice, bright
Friendship, occasion
Family, friendship
Love, kindness,
happiness
Appreciation
Mother, interesting

Formal
Accent
Tradition
Formal, tradition
Happiness
Cheer
Thoughtful
Cheer
Fun
Fun, spontaneity
Fun, flirtatious
Relationship
Fun
Fun, friendship
Excitement, interest,
stimulation
Interest, compassion
Friendship, interest, love
Difference
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

5. Interest and excitement
1. I think of a high school dance when looking
at this flower
2. Infatuation or a date to a dance. Also could
be something used for decorations at wedding
3. I think this could be a serious relationship,
but I think of this more as courting type
relationship.
4. I think wedding decorations when I see this
flower and love
5. I would say this flower represents love
1. Interesting and different
2. A more creative flower and artistic
3. Would likely need to know them well and the
reason would be less formal and creative in
nature, so probably a friend or family member
4. An interesting flower specimen, imaginative
5. Imagination
1. Cheap
2. Think of prom or school dance
3. A corsage or boutonniere for a dance, young
love
4. Thank you
5. Thank you for being my date to this event
1. Hominess
2. That I feel that their company or home is
very warm or cozy
3. I would give this to a close friend or family
member
4. Traditional happiness
5. Tradition and happiness

Interest, excitement
Dance
Infatuation, dating,
dance, wedding
Relationship, dating,
courting
Wedding, love
Love
Interest, difference
Creativity, artistic
Creativity, friendship,
family
Interest, imagination
Imagination
Cheap
Prom, dance
Dance, love
Thankfulness
Thankfulness, dating
Home
Home, warmth, cozy
Friendship, family
Tradition, happiness
Tradition, happiness
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Appendix AA - Generation X Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. I think of friendship or the song Yellow Rose
of Texas.
2. Friendship or maybe get well or cheer up.
Yellow typically evokes happiness or warmth.
3. Friendship. Maybe a close friend or even
partner who is trying to convey their friendship
to you in addition to their love.
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Happy
2. Appreciation, kindness
3. Friendship, close relationship
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Intrigued
2. That I wanted to make them happy
3. I’d send these to someone who I was dating
when I didn’t want to seem too overbearing
4. Romance without being as formal or splashy
as red roses
5. Spontaneity
1. Not too pretty, but it’s different
2. To a friend
3. These are flowers for friends
4. Girls give these to their bridesmaids
5. Friendliness
1. Gratitude
2. Sympathy for a friend’s situation, friendship
3. Friends, co-worker
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Tradition, beauty
2. Friendship or caring. I once gave these to a
girlfriend once. She politely informed me that
yellow roses are for friends
3. Close friend that needs to know that I care,
and that I’m thinking of her
4. Compassion, taking an interest in someone
platonically like a new friend
5. Caring, consideration
1. I think of seeing this at my mom or
grandmother’s house. I think of Mother’s Day.
2. Appreciation and love of someone. For
example, mother, grandmother or even wife.

Friendship, Texas
Friendship, cheer,
warmth, happiness
Friendship, love
Friendship
Friendship
Happiness
Appreciation, kindness
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Intrigued
Happiness
Dating
Romance
Spontaneity
Difference
Friendship
Friendship
Bridesmaids, wedding
Friendship
Gratitude
Friendship, sympathy
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Tradition, beauty
Friendship, care
Friendship, care
Compassion, interest,
friendship
Caring, consideration
Mother, family,
memories
Appreciation, love,
family, mother
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Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

3. Close relationship. A relationship of
admiration and love.
4. Appreciation, love
5. I would say this flower represents a special
occasion.
1. Yellow Rose of Texas
2. I hope you like yellow. It’s a happy color
3. I am not a huge fan, but this might be a more
formal occasion for a friend or family member
4. Happiness
5. Friendship
1. Condolences
2. I’m sorry
3. Friend or acquaintance. I'm sorry for your
loss
4. Apology for your pain
5. Hope after grief
1. This flower makes me feel that I can
persevere.
2. That I know that they have been through a
tough ordeal and that I’m proud of how they
handled it.
3. I would give this flower to someone whose
perseverance I respected.
4. The yellow rose has always represented quite
strength to me. The kind of strength you need to
persevere through tough times.
5. Perseverance

Relationship,
admiration, love
Appreciation, love
Special, occasion
Texas
Happiness
Family, friendship
Happiness
Friendship
Condolences
Condolences, apology
Condolences, friendship
Apology
Hope, condolences
Perseverance
Pride
Perseverance, respect
Strength, perseverance
Perseverance
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Appendix BB - Generation X Interviews Flower 4 (Red Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

Participant 8

1. Red roses are supposed to represent love,
passion, and romance
2. Love, romance, passion
3. My partner or spouse. Someone who I love in
a romantic way.
4. Romance
5. Love
1. Feelings of love
2. Love
3. This would be a close loving relationship
4. Love
5. Love
1. Impressed
2. That I cared a lot about them and the
particular occasion like Valentine’s Day
3. Loving. I’d save these for my spouse or at
least someone who I’d been dating for a long
time
4. Valentine’s Day
5. Love and expense
1. Love
2. Sending a Valentine
3. A loved one
4. Love
5. Love
1. Love, passion, romance
2. Love
3. Love interest
4. Love, romance
5. Love, romance
1. Beauty, passion
2. Deep caring. There may not be true love, but
there’s definitely lust
3. Lover, significant other
4. Desire, excitement
5. Passion, desire, fervor
1. Love, romance
2. I would be trying to convey love. Celebrate
an anniversary, Valentine’s day.
3. Spouse, romantic relationship
4. Love, romance
5. I would say this flower means how much you
love or care about someone else.
1. Red Rose, the original symbol of love

Love, passion, romance
Love, romance, passion
Love, romance
Romance
Love
Love
Love
Love, relationship
Love
Love
Impression
Valentines
Love
Valentines
Love, expense
Love
Valentines
Love
Love
Love
Love, passion, romance
Love
Love
Love, romance
Love, romance
Beauty, passion
Care, love, lust
Love, significance
Desire, excitement
Passion, desire, fervor
Love, romance
Love, anniversary,
Valentine’s
Romance, relationship
Love, romance
Love
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Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

2. Power, love, and strength
3. This is a flower for strong, powerful love
4. Power and strength
5. Love
1. Love
2. I love you
3. You love them deeply
4. Love, passion
5. Deep compassion and love for someone
1. Committed Love
2. Long term, committed love
3. I would only give this to a person that I was
in a long-term committed relationship with
4. This symbolizes a relationship that as proven
it can be permanent
5. Commitment

Love, strength
Strength, love
Strength
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love, passion
Love, compassion
Love, commitment
Love, commitment
Relationship,
commitment
Relationship,
permanence
Commitment
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Appendix CC - Generation X Interviews Flower 5 (White Chrysanthemum)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. It’s cool-looking and pretty
2. Kind of every occasion flower. Maybe for a
wedding since it’s white.
3. Maybe love or congrats on a wedding
4. Love or purity
5. Love or pure
1. Fullness
2. Longevity
3. Friend and family. It would be in a bouquet
with other flowers
4. Longevity, fullness
5. Longevity
1. I love these! They’re beautiful and also seem
exotic. They also remind me of chrysanthemum
tea.
2. These strike me more as flowers you’d see as
part of a centerpiece at a wedding rather than
something you’d give someone.
3. A close friend, someone who I trusted to
appreciate something out of the ordinary
4. Beauty and mystery
5. They seem perfect for an elegant party, like a
fancy dinner or a wedding
1. Seems sad, maybe it’s the black background
2. Condolences
3. Someone grieving
4. Remembrance
5. Grief
1. Sympathy, purity, death
2. Sympathetic
3. I would give someone a bouquet of white
chrysanthemums for a funeral.
4. Sympathy
5. Sympathy
1. As a flower, it seems to say “pay attention to
me” with its big, bloom. I would expect to see
this where it can get some looks in a table
centerpiece
2. Maybe “congratulations” for a new
promotion, for getting married
3. Maybe to a coworker or mother for an event
or accomplishment
4. This is one of those big flowers that seems to

Pretty
Wedding
Love, congratulations,
wedding
Love, purity
Love, purity
Fullness
Longevity
Friendship, family
Longevity, fullness
Longevity
Beauty, exotic
Wedding
Friendship
Beauty, mystery
Elegance, wedding,
fancy
Sadness
Condolences
Grief
Remembrance
Grief
Sympathy, purity, death
Sympathy
Condolences, funeral
Sympathy
Sympathy
Attention, centerpiece

Congratulation,
promotion, wedding
Coworker, mothers,
accomplishment
Statement
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

be more about the giver than the recipient. I
would be trying to make a statement with this
flower.
5. Dedication and devotion
1. Wedding, special occasion
2. Pretty flower. I think of a wedding, special
occasion or just seeing this blooming in the
spring
3. Someone you care about or want to
demonstrate how you feel. I think this could be
used for weddings, get well bouquets, even
funerals.
4. Beautiful, simple
5. This flower represents simple beauty that we
all enjoy.
1. Very interesting, almost like sea coral.
2. Different and artsy flower, pure
3. Pure white so purity if given standalone.
Thinking outside of the box and a testament to
how cool and creative nature can be
4. Creative and pure
5. Creative, pure, full flower.
1. I like this one, it’s very detailed
2. I am interested in getting to know you
3. Friends or love interests
4. Blossoming friendship
5. Flirty
1. This flower seems very professional
2. Maybe something for a funeral or wedding
3. Maybe to someone you respect
4. Respect, condolences
5. Respect

Dedication, devotion
Wedding, occasion
Pretty, wedding, Spring
Wedding, condolences,
well wishes
Beauty, simplicity
Beauty, simplicity
Interest
Purity, artistic
Purity, creativity
Creative, purity
Creative, purity
Detailed
Interest
Friendship, love
Friendship
Flirting
Professional
Condolences, wedding
Respect
Respect, condolences
Respect
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Appendix DD - Generation X Interviews Flower 6 (Daisy)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. They’re cheerful
2. Get well soon, cheer up, Happy Mother’s
Day
3. I think these would be appropriate for a
friend or if they were ill or had experienced a
loss recently.
4. Joy
5. Joy, cheer, peace
1. Happiness
2. Happiness
3. Friendship or family. Given to brighten
someone's day.
4. Summertime
5. Happiness
1. Cheerful
2. That I was trying to brighten their day
3. I feel like these flowers are very flexible you can give them to anyone as a nice surprise
4. Sunniness
5. Happiness
1. Bright
2. Kids pick them for adults
3. To a mother
4. Children
5. Fun
1. Purity, happy
2. Happy and to brighten up someone’s day
3. Friends
4. Friendship and happiness
5. Friendly
1. Light, happy feelings; sunny days of good
cheer
2. Have fun; be lighthearted, carefree,
optimistic
3. Close friend, long-term friend. Maybe a
relative that could use a lift in spirits
4. Summer love
5. Youthfulness and innocence
1. Beautiful, natural, innocence
2. Thank you, appreciation of that person or
what they have done
3. Relationship could be family, friend or
someone that you want to convey appreciation

Cheer
Cheer, mothers, well
wishes
Friendship, well wishes,
condolences
Joy
Joy, cheer, peace
Happiness
Happiness
Friendship, family,
bright
Summer
Happiness
Cheer
Bright
Flexibility, surprise
Sun
Happiness
Bright
Childhood
Mothers
Childhood
Fun
Purity, happiness
Happiness, bright
Friendship
Friendship, happiness
Friendship
Light, happiness, sun,
cheer
Fun, lighthearted,
carefree
Friendship, family
Summer, love
Youth, innocence
Beauty, nature,
innocence
Appreciation
Family, friendship,
appreciation
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to.
4. Beautiful, natural, innocence
Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

5. Simple but beautiful flower
1. A true field type flower, usually paired with
bees and sunshine
2. Young, innocent, happy flower
3. Creates a feeling of calm and peace. You
would think of a field on a bright sunny day.
4. Bright sunny day flower
5. Bright sunny day flower you want to draw a
happy face on.
1. Cheery
2. Feel better soon
3. Friend
4. Energy
5. Encouragement
1. Simple Happiness
2. I would give this flower to someone, if I felt
that we were experiencing a happy moment
3. I would only give this to someone I was very
close too and whose company I found joyful.
4. Joy in the simple things in live.
5. Joy

Beauty, nature,
innocence
Simplicity, beauty
Field, bees, sun
Youthfulness,
innocence, Happiness
Calm, peace, bright, sun,
field
Sun, bright
Bright, sun, happiness
Cheer
Well wishes
Friendship
Energetic
Encouragement
Simplicity, happiness
Happiness
Joy
Joy, simplicity
Joy
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Appendix EE - Generation X Interviews Flower 7 (Iris)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. I remember having these growing at my
childhood home. They bring about a sense of
nostalgia to me.
2. Maybe a sense of nostalgia as well or a bit of
friendship with the hopes of something long
term.
3. I would give these to my mom or maybe a
friend on their birthday
4. Home
5. Rebirth
1. Beauty
2. Beauty and colorful
3. Friend or family. Given at a joyful occasion.
4. Beauty
5. Joy
1. I really love the purple. Between the color
combo and the interesting shape, these might be
the most visually impressive flowers of the
whole group
2. To someone I look up to or respect
3. Respectful. I’d give these to my mom or
grandma or bring them to a party I was invited
to. I also associate them with Easter for some
reason
4. Beauty and sophistication
5. Sophistication
1. Reminds me of St. Louis
2. Fleur de lis
3. Someone older who you respect
4. Fleur de lis
5. Tradition
1. Honor, royalty
2. Thoughtfulness
3. Friendship, mother
4. Respect
5. Respect
1. Beautiful, but also stylish
2. Appreciation and respect
3. Someone that I cherish like a mother,
grandmother, favorite aunt
4. Seems like a more sophisticated flower
5. Goodness and kind-heartedness. If I gave out
flowers regularly, I would only give this one to
specific people on special occasions

Childhood, nostalgia,
memories
Nostalgia, friendship,
hope
Mothers, friendship,
birthday
Home
Rebirth
Beauty
Beauty
Friendship, family, joy
Beauty
Joy
Impressive, interest

Respect
Respect, mothers, party,
Easter
Sophistication, beauty
Sophistication
St. Louis
Fleur de lis
Respect
Fleur de lis
Tradition
Honor, royalty
Thoughtfulness
Friendship, mothers
Respect
Respect
Beauty, style
Appreciation, respect
Mothers, family
Sophistication
Goodness, kindness,
special, occasions
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Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

1. I think of Spring, Easter, or Mother’s day
2. Love, appreciation in a maternal or family
member sense.
3. Mother, grandmother, aunt
4. I think of love and appreciation. I think the
purple makes me think of Easter, and sacrifice
5. Easter and sacrifice
1. Mysterious and exotic
2. Mysterious, exotic flower with a sense of art
and money
3. Here is a unique and artistic flower that is
mysterious
4. It seems like a sturdy, strong flower
5. Exotic, strong
1. Elegant and detailed
2. Happy birthday
3. Friend or family
4. Detailed and beautiful with age
5. Celebrate another year of a beautiful life
1. Nostalgia because my mother grew irises
2. I would convey that their household
reminded me of the good parts of my childhood
3. I would give this to a family friend that I
thought was a good mother to her children
4. A stable childhood
5. Stable Childhood

	
  

Spring, Easter, mothers
Love, appreciation,
mothers, family
Mothers, family
Love, appreciation,
Easter, sacrifice
Easter, sacrifice
Mystery, exotic
Mystery, exotic, artistic,
money
Uniqueness, artistic,
mystery
Sturdiness, strength
Exotic, strength
Elegance, details
Birthday, happiness
Friendship, family
Details, beauty, age
Celebration, birthday,
life
Nostalgia, memories,
mothers
Home, childhood
Family, friendship,
mother
Stability, childhood
Stability, childhood
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Appendix FF - Generation X Interviews Flower 8 (Calla Lily)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. Calla lilies will forever be known as funeral
flowers
2. Grief, sorrow
3. Someone who you care for who recently lost
a loved one
4. Funerals
5. Grief
1. Beauty
2. Beauty
3. Friend or family. Given at a joyful occasion
4. New life, weddings
5. Unique
1. I feel like they’re associated with funerals
and should be reserved for serious occasions,
but they are very beautiful and pretty
2. Sympathy
3. These would be for anyone who is grieving
or needs sympathy
4. A solemn occasion
5. Condolences
1. Very pretty but superficial
2. Beautiful
3. Someone who deserves the beautiful flower
4. Beauty
5. Summer
1. Love
2. Remorse
3. Sibling, friends, mother
4. Apology
5. Remorse
1. Calla Lilies make me think of weddings.
Beauty, elegance, and refinement
2. Congratulations
3. I would give these to a great friend or a
cousin getting married, or a great friend
celebrating a milestone
4. Understated elegance
5. Refined love
1. Modern, office flowers
2. Congratulations or appreciation
3. Relationship could be a friendship or
professional relationship

Funerals
Grief, sorrow
Condolences
Funerals
Grief
Beauty
Beauty
Friendship, family, joy
Newness, weddings
Unique
Funerals, beauty, pretty
Sympathy
Sympathy, grief,
condolences
Solemn
Condolences
Pretty, superficial
Beauty
Beauty
Beauty
Summer
Love
Remorse
Family, mothers,
friendship
Apology
Remorse
Weddings, beauty,
elegance, refinement
Friendship, family,
wedding, celebration
Elegance
Love, refinement
Modern, business
Congratulations,
appreciation
Friendship, professional
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Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

4. Modern
5. Modern flower that represents luxury and
beauty.
1. Older generation, traditional
2. Formal flowers to show respect
3. I must be giving you these because one of
your grandparents or boss had an
accomplishment, is sick, or unfortunately
passed away.
4. Longevity, respect & grace
5. Graceful formal flower
1. Grace
2. Beauty
3. Someone who lost someone
4. End of a beautiful life
5. Respect
1. Fakeness and decoration
2. This is usually a decoration so maybe
housewarming
3. To brighten up a place and make it more
elegant
4. Represents all the temporary things that
people do to make a space more elegant and
sophisticated
5. Decoration, elegance

Modern
Modern, luxury, beauty
Maturity, traditional
Formal, respect
Accomplishment,
grandparents,
condolences, well
wishes
Longevity, respect,
grace
Grace, formal
Grace
Beauty
Condolences
Condolences, beauty
Respect
Fake, decoration
Decoration,
housewarming
Bright, elegance
Elegance, sophistication
Decoration, elegance
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Appendix GG- Generation X Interviews Flower 9 (Red Tulip)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. Tulips are more of an informal love, like
when you’re dating and want to give the person
flowers, but you’re not to the red roses phase
yet.
2. I like you. A lot. I’m ready to say I love you
3. I would give them to someone I’m dating.
4. Courtship
5. Love
1. Happy
2. Happiness
3. Friends and family. It says happy days are
ahead
4. Spring is here
5. Happiness, new
1. Happy, appreciative
2. Gratitude
3. I feel like I could give these to anyone.
Tulips are actually my mom’s favorite flower,
so I often bring them for her birthday
4. Spring, cheerfulness
5. Thankfulness
1. Bright and happy
2. To cheer someone up
3. A friend
4. Spring
5. Cheer
1. Love
2. Passion
3. Significant other or someone you love
4. Love
5. Love
1. Red still evokes some passion for me, but
I’ve never really seen tulips as something to
give a lover. They seem like a hardy flower,
not soft or dainty
2. Love with respect, fondness
3. With these flowers being red, I would give
these to a long-term lover or spouse.
4. Dedication and love
5. Love, adoration
1. Spring
2. Housewarming, or welcome. I could also see
giving these to family member as love or
appreciation.

Love, dating, newness

Love
Dating
Courtship
Love
Happiness
Happiness
Friendship, family,
happiness
Spring
Happiness, newness
Happy, appreciation
Gratitude
Mothers, birthday
Spring, cheer
Thankfulness
Bright, happiness
Cheer
Friendship
Spring
Cheer
Love
Passion
Love
Love
Love
Passion, hardiness

Love, respect, fondness
Love
Dedication, love
Love, adoration
Spring
Housewarming,
welcome, family, love,
appreciation
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3. I think you could give these to a friend or
neighbor to welcome or give them to a spouse
or family member to show love and
appreciation.
4. Spring, appreciation, love
Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

5. Spring, welcome
1. Abundance, young, bountiful flower
2. Here is to growth and fullness in life
3. Friendship type flower, conveying abundance
and fullness, and a young strong energy
4. Abundance and strong flower
5. Abundance, youth
1. Spring new season encouragement
2. You can do this. A boost in confidence
3. Friend
4. New season and new life
5. Encouragement to get through a tough season
1. This gives me a feeling of simple goodness.
2. That I felt like they were happy and
successful and created a happy home.
3. I would give this to a very close friend or
family member.
4. This represents a stable home.
5. When I see people with this flower, it
reinforces that they have a happy home-life.

Friendship, welcome,
family, love,
appreciation
Spring, appreciation,
love
Spring, welcome
Abundance, youth,
bounty
Growth, fullness, life
Friendship, abundance,
energy
Abundance, strength
Abundance, youth
Spring, encouragement
Confidence
Friendship
Newness
Encouragement
Simplicity, goodness
Happiness, success,
home
Friendship, family
Stability, home
Happiness, home
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Appendix HH - Generation X Interviews Flower 10 (Daffodil)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Like the yellow rose, I feel the daffodil is
representative of friendship
2. Friendship, happiness
3. Friends, partner or spouse, parent, whomever
you want to feel happy and content
4. Friendship or happiness
5. Friendship or happiness
1. Happiness
2. Happiness
3. Friends and family, a new beginning
4. Spring is coming
5. Newness
1. Happy
2. Happiness and lightness
3. Like daisies, I feel like you could give these
to anyone that needs to be cheered up
4. Spring
5. Friendship
1. Cheery
2. For Mother’s Day
3. Mother to make her happy
4. Spring
5. Happiness
1. Happy
2. Celebratory
3. Friends, family
4. New beginning
5. New beginning
1. Sweetness, informality, simplicity
2. Caring and fondness, in an informal way

Participant 7

3. Possibly a secretary or assistant at work to
signify my gratitude and caring
4. Amity, friendliness
5. Being neighborly
1. Spring, Mother’s day, appreciation, love

Participant 8

2. Appreciation, love
3. Mother, grandmother, spouse
4. Appreciation of someone else
5. Love and appreciation of a close family
member.
1. Yellow artistic bright flower

Friendship
Friendship, happiness
Friendship, family,
happiness, contentment
Friendship, happiness
Friendship, happiness
Happiness
Happiness
Friends, family, newness
Spring
Newness
Happiness
Happiness, light
Cheer
Spring
Friendship
Cheer
Mothers
Happiness, mothers
Spring
Happiness
Happiness
Celebration
Friendship, family
Newness, new beginning
Newness, new beginning
Sweetness, informality,
simplicity
Care, fondness,
informality
Gratitude, care
Amity, friendship
Neighborly
Spring, mothers,
appreciation, love
Appreciation, love
Family, mothers
Appreciation
Appreciation, love,
family
Bright, artistic
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2. Artistic creative and bright
3. A gift of energetic flowers for brightness and
creativeness.
4. Nothing specific, very unique
5. Creative, artistic, bright
Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

1. New, young life
2. Congratulations on the new bundle of joy
after a new birth
3. Friend
4. New life
5. Young and vibrant
1. Warmth
2. I would convey that I felt that they had a
warm and loving home.
3. Probably a relative or family friend.
4. This flower represents a warm and loving
home
5. Family love

Creativity, bright
Energetic, bright,
creativity
Uniqueness
Creativity, artistic,
bright
Newness, youth, life
Congratulations, birth,
newness
Friendship
Newness, life
Vibrancy, youth
Warmth
Warmth, home
Family, friendship
Warmth, home
Familial, love
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Appendix II - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 1 (Solid Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1
1. Sad
Sadness
2. Maybe condolences
Condolences
3. Someone I don’t know that well, but they
Condolences, less
probably had someone die
familiar relationship
4. Sadness
Sadness
5. Compassion.
Compassion
Participant 2
1. The colors in particular make me think about
Romance
romantic interest
2. I would give these flower to someone I was
Romance, family
interested in romantically or I would give them to
my mother
3. Friends, person I was interested in, possibly my
Friendship, family
mother
4. Romantic interest
Romance, interest
5. Intentions to date
Dating, intentions
Participant 3
1. Happy flowers
Happiness
2. Love
Love
3. Most likely the flowers would be for someone I
Romance, relationship
was in a romantic relationship with
4. Relationships
Relationships
5. Love
Love
Participant 4
1. Bubbly happiness, giddiness
Happiness
2. Early romantic interest
Romance
3. I would probably give this to someone in an early Dating, new
dating relationship
relationship
4. Puppy love
Love
5. Puppy love
Love
Participant 5
1. Happy
Happiness
2. Celebration, happiness, congratulations, get well Celebration, happiness,
soon
congratulations
3. Friendship, family member
Friendship, family
4. Lightheartedness, congratulations
Congratulations,
lighthearted
5. Friendship, congratulations
Friendship,
congratulations
Participant 6
1. Very romantic and sweet, definitely a Valentine’s Romance, Valentines
flower
2. That I loved them romantically or that I loved
Romance, love,
them in general and wanted them to have
Valentines
Valentine’s flowers
3. It would almost definitely have to be symbolic of Romance, love
my romantic love for them
4. Romantic love and Valentine’s day
Romance, love,
Valentines

	
  

Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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5. Romantic love.
1. Joy, I think these flowers are beautiful
2. Joy, I’d give them to make someone feel happy
3. A parent or maybe a teacher, someone I have a
lot of respect for
4. An expression of love and gratitude for a
caregiver
5. Love, gratitude, admiration
1. Calm, happy
2. It’s a pretty flower that makes me feel calm
3. Love because they’re red and pink
4. Love
5. Love
1. This reminds me of a flower I would have gotten
from a third-grade boyfriend.
2. Affection
3. New relationship
4. Affection
5. Puppy love
1. Happy flowers
2. Positivity, but not related to joy or love, perhaps
more to wishing them wealth and prosperity
3. Family and friends
4. Plenty, excess
5. Wealth, surplus

Romance, love
Joy, beauty
Joy, happiness
Family, respect
Love, gratitude,
caregiver
Love, gratitude,
admiration
Happiness, calm
Calm
Love
Love
Love
Childhood, young
relationship
Affection
Newness
Affection
Love
Happiness
Positivity, wealth,
prosperity
Family, friendship
Plenty, excess
Wealth, surplus
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Appendix JJ - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 2 (Striped Carnation)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1
1. It reminds me of a sunny day in the city
Sun, city
2. That I’m flirting with them
Flirtatious
3. I don’t know them but they’re cute and I
Impressions
need to impress them
4. Spontaneity
Spontaneity
5. Flirtatious
Flirtatious
Participant 2
1. I feel intrigued when looking at this
Intrigue
2. Maybe just make them happy
Happiness
3. I would probably give this to friends
Friendship
4. Spring
Spring
5. Intrigue
Intrigue
Participant 3
1. Happy flowers again
Happiness
2. Love but different than the solid Carnation Love
3. Most likely these are for someone I loved
Love, friendship
but in more of a platonic way
4. Friendships
Friendship
5. Happiness
Happiness
Participant 4
1. It's kind of boring to me
2. Probably that I felt some obligation to give Obligation
them flowers but didn't really like them.
3. I probably don’t like them more than a
Friendship
friend
4. Stuffiness
Stuffiness
5. Friendship maybe
Friendship
Participant 5
1. Happy, whimsical
Happiness, whimsy
2. Playfulness, not serious
Playfulness
3. Friend, family member, community
Friendship, family
member
4. Just a happy little flower
Happiness
5. Congratulations, happiness for something
Congratulations,
happiness
Participant 6
1. Interested; looks very happy
Happiness, interest
2. To me this seems like a celebratory flower, Celebration,
I feel like it’s the kind you get after an
accomplishment, prom
accomplishment, or the kind you wear at
prom
3. We are close and have some kind of
Friendship, Happiness
relationship, like friends of some kind and I
was happy for them, or wanted to share a
special moment with them
4. I’m going to say celebration or
Celebration or
commemoration of some kind
commemoration
5. To commemorate a special event between Commemoration,
friends
friendship

	
  
Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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1. Joy but also a sort of melancholy feel
when compared to the solid carnation
2. Joy, I’d give someone this flower to make
them happy
3. I think I would give this flower to anyone
for any reason because I think it’s really
pretty
4. Trying to cheer someone up
5. Joy or happiness
1. Exotic
2. That you think they are attractive
3. Dating
4. Dating
5. Exciting
1. This looks like a bloody tissue. Kind of
ugly
2. Maybe just giving them because I have to
3. I would give these flowers to someone I
was not very close to. Maybe just a friend
I’m not close to
4. Boredom
5. Boredom
1. The mild amusement, tasteful
2. Make them happy
3. Maybe just a friend or family member, not
someone special
4. Happy, sunny days
5. Amusement

Melancholy, joy
Joy, happiness
Pretty
Cheer
Joy, happiness
Exotic
Attractive
Dating
Dating
Exciting
Ugly
Obligation
Friendship
Boredom
Boredom
Amusement
Happiness
Friendship, family
Happiness, sun
Amusement
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Appendix KK - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 3 (Yellow Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1
1. Very uncomfortable
Uncomfortable
2. I don’t care for them much and our
Impersonal
relationship isn’t very personal
3. Idk probably as a housewarming gift for
Housewarming, fake
someone I know has a yellow kitchen or
someone I don’t like but have to pretend to
4. A beacon of apathy and impersonal
Apathy, impersonal
relationships
5. Dislike
Dislike
Participant 2
1. Not as pretty as red roses but still pretty
Pretty
2. I would probably give this flower to
Newness
someone I was meeting for the first time or
didn’t have a strong connection with
3. Someone with whom I didn’t have a
Friendship,
strong connection, maybe an acquaintance or acquaintance
a friend
4. Indifference
Indifference
5. Potential
Potential
Participant 3
1. This is another friendship flower
Friendship
2. Represents our friendship
Friendship
3. These are for someone you have a deep
Friendship, bond
bond of friendship with
4. Friends
Friendship
5. Friends
Friendship
Participant 4
1. Contentment, appreciation
Contentment,
appreciation
2. That I'm glad they're in my life or that I
Appreciation
appreciate something specific they did
3. I think this would be for like a good friend Friendship
4. Friendship
Friendship
5. Close friendship, appreciation
Friendship,
appreciation
Participant 5
1. Happiness, love, admiration
Happiness, love,
admiration
2. Intimacy, roses feel serious to me, but like Intimacy, love
red roses feel more love oriented, so this one
is not as serious a love
3. Blossoming love
Love
4. An ongoing relationship
Relationship
5. I care about you, but don’t love you yet
Love
Participant 6
1. Very happy, but somewhat solemn and
Happiness, memory,
sad. Like a memory of happiness.
sadness
2. I’ve actually given this to someone before Friendship
as a token of best-friendship

	
  

Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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3. It would mean that they were my best
friend
4. Friendship, or a memory of friendship
5. Friendship
1. Joy, yellow flowers feel particularly happy
to me
2. I’d give this to someone to make them
happy
3. A good friend
4. An expression of platonic love which is
friendship
5. Love and friendship
1. Like it’s a regular plant
2. It’s like “hey friend, you seem to be
having a bad day so take this”
3. Friends
4. Cheering up a friend
5. Friendship flower
1. It is horrendous.
2. Friendship
3. Close Friend
4. Friendship
5. Friendship
1. Curiosity, comfort, openness, friendship
2. Warmth and happiness
3. Friends, family, platonic loved ones
4. Brightness and warmth
5. Friendliness, good cheer, warmth or
coziness

	
  

Friendship
Friendship, memories
Friendship
Joy, happiness
Happiness
Friendship
Friendship, love
Love, friendship
Regular
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, cheer
Friendship
Horrendous
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Curiosity, comfort,
friendship
Warmth, happiness
Friendship, family
Bright, warmth
Friendship, cheer,
warmth
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Appendix LL - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 4 (Red Rose)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Unimpressed, everyone does red roses
2. I suppose since most people want red
roses, if I were to give them this that means I
care for them
3. We’d at least be dating, probably dating
seriously
4. Love
5. A sign you love someone
1. Romantic feelings. Definitely elicit
feelings of love.
2. I would give it to someone I love
3. Partner or someone you love in a romantic
way
4. Love
5. Love
1. The flowers of love
2. Love
3. For someone I’m dating or in love with
4. Romance
5. Love
1. Melancholy
2. Traditional romantic love
3. They would be a significant other
4. Love
5. Romantic love
1. Happiness
2. I love you, I messed up and I’m sorry, you
did really well in a performance and I want to
congratulate you
3. Lovers, loved ones, significant other,
someone you admire
4. Love
5. Love
1. It’s beautiful and vibrant
2. A serious sort of commitment. Romantic
probably
3. The relationship is a serious relationship,
like a romantic partner. But I feel like this is
a classic flower, so its meaning has become
very broad and you could give it to a lot of
people.
4. The totality of human experience, but
especially love, commitment, and
appreciation.

Unimpressive
Care
Dating
Love
Love
Love, romance
Love
Love, romance
Love
Love
Love
Love
Love, dating
Romance
Love
Melancholy
Love, romance
Significance
Love
Love, romance
Happiness
Love, apologies,
congratulations
Love, admiration
Love
Love
Beauty, vibrance
Commitment, romance
Romance, classic,
broad

Love, commitment,
appreciation

	
  

Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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5. Serious commitment or love
1. Love, I can’t help but think of love when
looking at red roses
2. Love, I’d give these to someone to let
them know I love them.
3. Someone I love. A family member or
partner.
4. An expression of the love felt for
someone.
5. Love or passion
1. Romantic, sexy
2. Romantic
3. We would be dating
4. It’s the “hey you’re hot and we’re dating”
flower
5. Love and romantics
1. This makes me think of Valentine’s day…
which is stupid.
2. Love
3. Love
4. Love
5. Love
1. Boredom, it’s so common, people always
give it to women they love
2. Obligatory positivity
3. You give it to someone you love
4. Overblown representation of romance.
5. Tradition, love

	
  

Commitment, love
Love
Love
Love, family
Love
Love, passion
Romantic, sexy
Romantic
Dating
Dating
Love, romance
Valentine’s
Love
Love
Love
Love
Boredom,
commonality, love,
women
Obligations
Love
Romance
Tradition, love
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Appendix MM - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 5 (White
Chrysanthemum)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Soft
2. They deserve more than a basic flower
3. Good friends
4. More than average
5. Superfluous
1. I feel strange or fascinated by it. It
definitely isn’t like the other flowers on this
list
2. Maybe appreciation of a friendship
3. I would probably give this to a friend.
4. Fascination
5. Intrigue
1. Something more elegant and pure
2. Flowers to honor them
3. Someone I respect
4. Pure white
5. Honor
1. A sense of peacefulness
2. I feel like I would be trying to cheer them
up or help them deal with stress
3. I think they would be a good friend or a
family member.
4. Childhood simplicity, purity
5. Kind of a big hug in flower form
1. A little melancholy
2. Get well soon or I’m sorry or sorry for
your loss
3. Someone was injured or sick or they
experienced a loss
4. An apology but like in a “I’m sorry you’re
going through this” kind of way
5. I’m here for you if you need me
1. Confusion. It’s very busy. But maybe it’s
celebratory? The white speaks to purity
2. That I was happy for their new start or
journey
3. Looks to me like I’d be trying to
commemorate a friend or family member’s
birth or perhaps a commitment ceremony like
a wedding
4. Purity and new beginnings
5. Purity and new beginnings

Soft
Special
Friend
Above average
Superfluous
Fascination, unique
Friendship,
appreciation
Friend
Fascination
Intrigue
Elegance, purity
Honor
Respect
Purity
Honor
Peace
Cheer, relief
Friendship, family
Childhood, purity
Hug
Melancholy
Condolences,
sympathy
Condolences,
sympathy
Condolences,
sympathy
Sympathy
Celebration, purity
Newness, happiness
Commemoration, birth,
wedding, friendship,
family
Purity, newness
Purity, newness

	
  
Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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1. Somber, they are beautiful flowers but
something about them feels somewhat sad
2. Comfort. I’d give these to someone to give
my “best wishes”
3. I’d give these to someone who recently
lost a loved one
4. A way to pay respects to those who have
passed.
5. Passing or beauty
1. It reminds me of sleep and makes me want
to take a nap because it looks like a cloud
2. Maybe to feel better or help with stress
3. Someone who needs to heal
4. Rest, healing
5. Rest, healing
1. This reminds me of a sterile hospital
2. Truce
3. Someone I was trying to get to forgive me
4. Clean slate, purity
5. Purity
1. Solemnity, gravity
2. Condolences or consolation
3. Someone who has lost a person they cared
about
4. Death
5. Loss

Somber, beauty,
sadness
Comfort
Condolences
Condolences, respect
Condolences, beauty
Sleep, cloud
Heal, relief
Heal
Rest, heal
Rest, heal
Hospital
Truce
Forgiveness
Purity, clean
Purity
Solemn
Condolences
Loss
Death
Loss
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Appendix NN - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 6 (Daisy)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. Underwhelmed. You can find these
outside
2. Like an obligation
3. Kids pick these for their moms
4. Plain boring basic
5. Mundane
1. I feel happy when looking at them
2. I would give these to someone I was trying
to cheer up
3. Coworker, friend, family
4. Sunshine, cheerfulness
5. Happiness
1. Childlike
2. Bright
3. Most likely to someone who needs joy
4. Children playing in the Summer
5. Joy
1. Innocence, nostalgia
2. Caring about them
3. I feel like this is something parents and
children give to each other
4. Innocence, childhood
5. Childhood joy
1. These are so lighthearted to me
2. We’re dating, but like we’re not that
serious and this is a not serious flower and
like you just make me feel happy
3. Friend, first date, dating
4. Blooming, light-hearted love
5. Lighthearted
1. Happiness, youthfulness, the boundless
energy of nature and the sun.
2. That we are celebrating spring or summer
and I want to celebrate it with them
3. They would be a friend or acquaintance
4. Youthfulness and joy above all else
5. Celebration of life and youth
1. Optimistic, daisies make me feel almost
excited like good things are coming
2. Joy, I’d give these to someone to make
them feel happy
3. I’d give these to anyone who needed
cheering up
4. Daisies make me think of innocence and

Underwhelming
Obligation
Childhood, mother
Plain
Mundane
Happiness
Cheer
Friendship, family
Sunshine, cheerfulness
Happiness
Childhood
Bright
Joy
Childhood, Summer
Joy
Innocence, nostalgia
Care
Parents, childhood,
family
Innocence, childhood
Childhood, joy
Lighthearted
Dating, happiness
Friendship, dating
Love, lighthearted
Lighthearted
Happiness, youth,
energetic, Sun
Celebration, Spring,
Summer
Friendship
Youth, joy
Celebration, life, youth
Optimism, excitement
Joy, happiness
Cheer
Innocence, adventure,
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adventure like going exploring when you’re a
kid, being carefree with daisies in your hair
5. Joy, innocence, nostalgia

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10

	
  

1. It reminds me of childhood
2. I would give this to my little cousin to say
“hey look at this pretty flower”
3. Young kids or family members
4. Childhood
5. Happiness, childhood
1. Happy
2. Cheerfulness
3. A Friend, sister, mother etc.
4. Happiness and allergies.
5. Happiness
1. Pleasant, positivity
2. A token of goodwill and friendship
3. Friends, colleagues, and anyone who could
use some flowers to brighten up their living
or working space
4. Moderate joy and upbeatness
5. Contentment

childhood, carefree
Joy, innocence,
nostalgia
Childhood
Family, childhood
Childhood, family
Childhood
Happiness, childhood
Happiness
Cheer
Friendship, family
Happiness
Happiness
Positivity, pleasantness
Goodwill, friendship
Friendship, bright
Joy
Contentment
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Appendix OO - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 7 (Iris)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Intrigued
2. They’re fun looking flowers so I’d
probably be trying to cheer them up
3. Good enough friends that I would know
they’re going through something and needed
cheering up
4. Optimism
5. Hope
1. I feel like royalty, power, wisdom,
thoughtfulness too
2. I would try to convey that I’m thinking of
them or like them
3. I would give this to a friend or girl that
I’m interested in because they seem
expensive
4. Wisdom and thoughtfulness

Intrigue
Fun, cheer
Friendship, cheer
Optimism
Hope
Royalty, power,
wisdom, thoughtfulness
Thoughtfulness
Friendship, interest,
expense

Wisdom,
thoughtfulness
5. Wisdom and royalty
Wisdom, royalty
1. Another flower that reminds me of respect Respect
2. Honor them
Honor
3. Someone I respect
Respect
4. Fleur de lis
Fleur de lis
5. Honor
Honor
1. Energy, excitement
Energy, excitement
2. I would want them to get excited
Excitement
3. A good friend or a loved one
Friendship, love
4. Excitement or joy
Excitement, joy
5. Recharging, energizing
Recharging, energizing
1. Sadness
Sadness
2. Something bad happened and I care about Condolences
you and I’m thinking about you
3. Loved one, community member, family
Family, community,
of deceased.
condolences
4. Condolences or remembrance
Condolences,
remembrance
5. Condolences or remembrance
Condolences,
remembrance
1. Intrigued by mystery; curious
Mystery, curiosity
2. I would be trying to convey a sense of
Exotic, travel
exoticism; maybe I or they just got back
from an international vacation
3. We are definitely friends, but we don’t
Friendship, admiration
have to be super close. This is also a
respectful admiration kind of flower

	
  

Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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4. It symbolizes to me a welcoming, but also
a deep sense of respect and maturity.
5. Respect
1. Joy, I think they’re really pretty
2. Joy, I’d give these to someone to make
them happy
3. I’d give these a friend to make them
happy
4. These make me think of royalty
5. Strength, beauty, confidence
1. Nothing too special, seems common but
expensive
2. I would send this in like a bouquet for a
date or something to highlight the other
flowers
3. Maybe just like to a date
4. Expensive
5. Expensive
1. This one reminds me of my Fleur de lis
tattoo
2. Probably would give this to someone who
was too proud of themselves
3. Someone that felt as though they were
higher class than myself that I was trying to
get a dig at.
4. Royalty, stuffiness
5. Stuffiness, royalty, pride
1. Awe, curiosity
2. Something to brighten their day
3. Anyone who happens to like irises or
purple or blue flowers or could use cheering
up
4. Beauty, cheer
5. Beauty, cheer

Welcome, respect,
maturity
Respect
Joy, pretty
Joy, happiness
Friendship, happiness
Royalty
Strength, beauty,
confidence
Commonality, expense
Dating
Dating
Expense
Expense
Fleur de lis
Pride
Dishonesty
Royalty, stuffiness
Stuffiness, royalty,
pride
Awe, curiosity
Bright
Cheer
Beauty, cheer
Beauty, cheer
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Appendix PP - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 8 (Calla Lily)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. It looks professional
2. I feel like I would buy this for an office
instead of giving them to someone to make
the place seem fancy
3. They were probably my boss or admin so
clients would see it
4. Sophistication
5. Sophistication
1. Sadness or mourning
2. I would give it to someone to whom I’m
offering condolences
3. I would give it to anyone who is going
through a loss
4. Mourning
5. Mourning
1. A very elegant flower. Pure and beautiful
2. Beautiful
3. Given to a wonderful woman I love
4. Weddings
5. Pure
1. I just think they look pretty
2. I'm not sure, I would just be wanting to
give some beautiful flowers
3. They would probably be a good friend or
significant other you love
4. Weddings or something pretty
5. Pretty things or something similar
1. Happy but like refined happy, like elegant
happy
2. I admire you in a non-love kind of way
3. Mentor, admired one in a non-romantic
sense
4. Admiration
5. Elegance
1. Domesticity, hominess, coziness, but not
like a winter day with a fire, like a spring or
summer day with the windows open
2. It’s a housewarming gift and we’re
celebrating that
3. I don’t have to be close to them, we could
just be acquaintances. But we have to be
close enough that I care about important
changes in their lives.

Professional
Business, fancy
Coworkers
Sophistication
Sophistication
Sadness, mourning
Condolences
Condolences
Mourning
Mourning
Elegance, purity,
beauty
Beauty
Love, wonderful
Wedding
Purity
Pretty
Beauty
Friendship, love
Pretty, wedding
Pretty
Happiness, elegance
Admiration
Admiration
Admiration
Elegance
Domesticity, coziness,
Spring, Summer
Housewarming,
celebration
Friendship

	
  

Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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4. A sense of camaraderie and
congratulations on a milestone
5. Domesticity
1. Love or beauty
2. Love, I’d give these to someone to let
them know I love them
3. I think I’d be more inclined to give these
to a romantic partner. These seem like the
flowers you’d give for an anniversary or
something
4. Romantic love
5. Love, passion
1. This reminds me of my grandma’s house
because she use to have these all over
2. To brighten their home
3. A friend or family member
4. Housewarming
5. Housewarming
1. This reminds me of my prom flowers
2. I would give these to someone that I felt
like I had to give flowers to, but I didn’t
really want to. So, I got them flowers I
would not get myself.
3. Prom date maybe. Someone that was
attractive but that I didn’t really have
feelings for.
4. Beauty
5. Beauty
1. Complexity and sophistication,
artificiality
2. Show appreciation
3. I probably would give them to someone
who values outward beauty
4. Complexity
5. Complexity and sophistication

	
  

Camaraderie,
congratulations
Domesticity
Love, beauty
Love
Romance, anniversary

Love, romance
Love, passion
Grandmothers,
memories
Bright, housewarming
Friendship, family
Housewarming
Housewarming
Prom
Obligation

Prom, attraction
Beauty
Beauty
Complexity,
sophistication,
artificiality
Appreciation
Beauty
Complexity
Complexity,
sophistication
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Appendix QQ - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 9 (Red Tulip)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

Participant 7

1. Reminds me of eating at a restaurant with
friends
2. Friendship
3. We would be friends
4. Friendship and probably Spring because
you can only find them then
5. Friendship
1. I feel calm
2. I would be trying to convey a feeling of
peace
3. I’d only give this flower to friends
4. Calmness and peace
5. Calmness
1. Easter flowers
2. The love of Christ
3. This is what you’d give to your mother on
Easter
4. Spring
5. Easter
1. Awe
2. I just want to share something beautiful
3. I feel like they're kind of intimate so
probably a significant other you love
4. Beauty
5. Beauty
1. Happiness and Spring
2. Lighthearted, I just got these flowers
because they reminded me of you
3. Friendship, family member
4. A non-serious flower of just like “here’s
some flowers and they’re pretty and its
Spring”
5. Family, friendship
1. It feels like spring. Like Easter
2. I imagine it would be a gift for them to
plant in their garden
3. Something you give to neighbors, but we
could be closer than that too
4. Community
5. A sense of belonging
1. Love, something about red flowers seems
to always make me feel lovingly
2. To someone to let them know that I love
them

Friendship
Friendship
Friendship
Friendship, Spring
Friendship
Calm
Peace
Friendship
Calm
Calm
Easter
Love, Jesus
Easter, mothers
Spring
Easter
Awe
Beauty
Love, intimacy
Beauty
Beauty
Happiness, Spring
Lightheartedness
Family, friendship
Obligation, Spring
Family, friendship
Spring, Easter
Gift, garden
Neighbors
Community
Belonging
Love
Love

	
  

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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3. I’d give these to anyone I really care for
like friends, family, or a partner
4. Love in general. Not specific to any type
of relationship, just love.
5. Love
1. Reminds me of spring
2. Happy spring
3. Family
4. Spring
5. Spring
1. Reminds me of spring
2. Maybe my mom for Mother’s Day.
3. Mother or other family member
4. Something new
5. Newness
1. Very happy, pleased, normal spring day
2. Love and openness
3. Friends, family. Platonic and romantic
loved ones
4. Cuteness and happiness. They grow in
spring
5. Happiness

Friendship, family
Love
Love
Spring
Spring, Happiness
Family
Spring
Spring
Spring
Mother
Mother, family
Newness
Newness
Happiness, Spring
Love, freedom
Friendship, family,
romance, love
Happiness, Spring
Happiness
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Appendix RR - Millennial Generation Interviews Flower 10 (Daffodil)
Participant
Response to Numbered Question
First-level Coding
Participant 1

Participant 2

Participant 3

Participant 4

Participant 5

Participant 6

1. Happy because it is my favorite flower
2. I wish them well genuinely
3. Very good friends
4. Happiness
5. Excitement
1. I feel happy when looking at this one. It
feels like a good start to the day
2. I would hope the person had a good day
or offer it to them in a time of celebration
3. I would give these to a good friend or
perhaps loved one I wanted to surprise
4. Sunshine
5. Great starts, new beginning
1. Happy, bright, joy
2. Children, Spring
3. This is one you’d give to a child
4. Spring
5. Happiness
1. Peacefulness
2. Friendliness
3. I feel like this flower doesn't have a lot of
heavy meaning attached so it would be good
to give to anyone to cheer them up or make
them happy
4. Childhood, youth
5. I'm not sure what it would mean to other
people, it just reminds me of growing up
1. Happiness, sunshine
2. Happiness and happy love
3. Friend, loved one, family member,
religious occasion
4. Happiness
5. Happy
1. Very happy, but maybe just not that
sincere
2. You’re trying to make up for something
you did to them and want to be forgiven, or
you just thought of them and wanted to get
them for them
3. We would have to be pretty close. Friend,
lover, family member
4. An attempt at happiness
5. Reconciliation

Happiness
Wellness
Friendship
Happiness
Excitement
Happiness, new start
Celebration
Friendship, surprise
Sunshine
Great starts, new
beginning
Happiness, bright, joy
Childhood, Spring
Childhood
Spring
Happiness
Peacefulness
Friendship
Happiness, cheer

Childhood, youth
Childhood, youth
Happiness
Happiness, love
Friendship, family
Happiness
Happiness
Happiness
Thoughtfulness,
forgiveness
Friendship, love, family
Happiness
Reconciliation

	
  
Participant 7

Participant 8

Participant 9

Participant 10
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1. Cheer, daffodils feel like such happy
flowers
2. Cheer, I’d maybe give these to someone
who was feeling kind of down
3. I’d give these to anyone who needs
cheering up
4. To me they just feel like pure happiness,
they make me think of warm beautiful days
5. Happiness and summer
1. This reminds me of my mother because
these are her favorites
2. I would give these to my mom as a gift
like we did as kids
3. My mom to cheer her up
4. My mom and picking them with her
5. Mothers
1. This reminds me of warm weather like
spring or summer
2. “Happy spring, here’s a March flower”
3. A friend, an officemate
4. Spring and warm weather
5. Warmth
1. Calm, pensive
2. A flower that cheers someone up
3. Anyone who needs a bright yellow flower
4. Mild tranquility
5. Mild tranquility

Happiness, cheer
Cheer
Cheer
Happiness, beauty
Happiness, summer
Mothers
Mothers, childhood
Mothers, cheer
Mothers,
Mothers
Spring, summer,
warmth
Spring, March
Friendship
Spring, warmth
Warmth
Calm, pensive
Cheer
Bright
Tranquility
Tranquility

